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A. IiITRODUCTION

Scope of the Study

. .

This report presents the findings of a survey condutted by the

Library of Congress; with support from the Council on Library Resources, to

assess the impact and usefulness of.its Cataloging in Publication (CIP)
_

program.
:

A random sample of different types of libraries across the United

S'tates was selected to participate in the survey. Included were academic,

public, special, and school libraries. The usage and impact of CIP data were

examined for three areas of library operations:- acquisitions, cataloging,

and pubiic services.

_

Objectives of the Study

-

,
1.

,

The major goal of this study was to identify areas of concern to

- libraries that use CIP data S'o that. available CI1> resources can he used

effectively in future program planning. Specific objectives of the study

w"ere:

(1) To test some of the'assumptions on'which the CIP program is
(

based--namely, that access to cataloging in advance of publica-

tion helps libraries to realize cost and time savings in

processing books, and that the distribution of cataloging in

advance of publicatiom from a central, authoritative source

,
(i.e., the Library of Congress) is'an effective means of ensuring

a.high level of bibliographic quality*,

To gather information about CIP usage that might be used to

encourage additional or more complete pubTisher participation

in the program;

(3) To identify the reasons that some libraries do not use CIP data.,

(4) To determine the relative importance of different problems with,

and potential improvements in, the CIP program for libraries pat
,

fuse CIP data; ..
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(5) To identify specifit ways to indreaie the usefulness Of the CIP

program for existing users (e.g:, expanding the Scope to in:

clude additional types Of Materials; adding or eliminating

dertain data elements from the CIR data printed in the book;

.including additional publishers);
)

(6) To identify new or unusual uses of CIP data that.can be shared-

with other libraries in CIP publicity materials.

Background .

The Cataloging in Publicat4orn-ITITO Prog as been administered

by'the Library of Congress since 1971. Today over 2500 p .shers participate

in the program whiO 'is designed to increase access to library mAerials by

providing libraries with pre-publication cataloging data. ,

CIP cataloging is distrbuttt by the Library of Congress (LC) to

bibliographic utilities.and commercial vendors in machine-readable form

through its MARC tape distribution 'service. It is available to individual

libraries throughoutlhe country in a variety of forms: in printed form

in the books theniselves, online thrOugh an in-house system or through one

of the bibliographic utilities,-and in microform or hard-copy through a

number of commercially-produced acquisitions and Cataloging tools. The

LC'Cataloging Distribution Servie (CDS) recently began distributing CIP
_

data in 3 x 5 card fOmas part of the CDS Alert Service, a current awareness

service designed to alert libraries to new publications in over 1800 subject

areas. Figures A-1 through4.A'-3, re4ectively, show samples of CIP dat

it appears in, the book, online Via a bibliographic, utility; and in a

coMmercially-produced acquisitions tool.

The usefulness and extent of usage of tIP data for an individual

library is influenced by such factors as the form in which the cataloging is

available, the timeliness of delivery and quality of the cataloging, and the

types.of materials cataloged through the program. The growth.of bibliographic

'utilities in recent years and the increased availability of commercially-

produced cataloging products and services have had a significant influence

9
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FIGURE A-1

SAMPLE CIP RECORD PRINTED IN THE BOOK

© 1982 The University of North Carolina Press
All rights reserved

Manufactured in the United States of America

Library of Congress Cataloging in Publication Data

Kelly, George Armstrong, 1932-
Victims,.ii<hority. Ind terror

Bibliography: p
Includes index.

1. France--HistoryRevolution, 1789-1799 C
Causes and character. 2. Orleans, Louis Philippe
Joseph, dbc d', 1747-1793. 3. Custme, Adam
Philippe, comte de, 1740-1793. 4. Bailly, Jean
Sylvain, 1736-1793. 5. Malesherbes, Chrétien
Guillaume de Lamoignon de, 1721-1794. 6. France-
1-listoryRevolution, 1793-1794Biography.
I. Title.

,DC138.K35 90.04 81-10298
ISBN 0-8078-1495-4 AACR2

(on verso of title pa.ge)

tr.

.e"
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FIGURE A-3

SAMPLE CIP RECORDS FROM A COMMERCIALLY-PRODUC6
BIBLIOGRAPHIC JOURNAL

(i.e., Weekly Record, R.R.-Bowker Co.)

HOFFMAN. Bess. 641 8654
Cookies by Bess / Bess Hoffman. Bo. and
updated ed No; York St. Martin's Press
[1981] p cm 1TX772.H63 1981] 19 81.5797
ISBN 0-.3,12-16952.3 (pbk.) : 5.95
/. CO011eS I Tide.

HOHMAN, Edward I, 808 .02
The greeting card handbook : what to wnte. bow
to write it. where to sell it / Edward I. Hohman
le Norma E. Leary. 1st ed. New York : Barnes &
Noble Books. 4981. p. cm. Includes index.
(PN171.G74H6 1981) 19,804851 ISBN 0-06.
463532-5 pbk. : 4.95
I. Greeting cardsAuthorship. I. Leary, Norma
E. IL Title.

HOLLANDER, Paul. 305.5'5
Pohtical pilgnms : traiels of Western intellectuals
to the.Soviet Univ. China. and Cuba / Paul
Hollander. New7Y5rk Oxford University Press.
1981. p. cm. Tncludes index. Bibliography p.
(HM213.1157).19 80-29417 ISBN 0.19.502937-.

1 IntellectualsEurope. 2. 'Intellectuals--
EuropePohticaI ' activit,v. 3. Commnist
countnesPolitics and govehnnent. 4. Ideolop
I Title

oft

fa.
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. .

on the way in which libraries-acquire and catalog makterials for their tol-

lections. The implications of these changes for the CIP program have not

been fully explored in the past Aue to a lack of sufficient data concerning

local-acquisitions and cataloging practices and the nature and extent of usage

of CIP cataloging ly differeo types of libraries. . .

. During 1979, a quest nmaire was developed'by LC, with input from

a newly-established CIP Advisory roup (see Appendix,2 for a.list of members)

fqr the purpose of collecting data eded to assess these implications and to

ensure the mast effective use of CIP Tesovrces in ! the future. Da.ta coljected

is expected to provide LC With a basis for evalualting the CIP program as it

I/

currently exists and for assessi.ng the feasibili y of future Oranges in scope

or direction.

Methodology

,A 'written questionnaire was used to solicit data. Methodological

support and advice were provided tky staff in the Congressional Research

Service of the Library of,Congress and by Battelle Columbus Laboratories.

Computer processing of survey results was provided,by the Library of Congress

_Automated Systems Office.

The following methodology was used in conducting the survey:

(1) A random sample of different types. of libraries was selected by the

R. R. Bowker Company from its computerized files. The total sample

,size was 2366 librariet. Table A-1 presents this' sample by type of

library.

(2) A pretest was conducted in December 1980 by sending a questionnaire

and cover letter to 9 libraries representing the different-types of

libraries included in the sample. Telephone calls were made to

pretest libraries in order to discuss any,problems or questions

concerning the questionnaire. Minor changes weremade in the

. questionnaire based on pretest results.

(3) The final questionnaire and'cover letter (see APpendix 3)

mailed to the sample in late January 1981.

1 3
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(4) One follow-up lettelr was sent to non-respondents in March and

another in April 1981. An Overall response rate of 70.2% was

athieved. Thelespftse rate for each type of library is presented

in Table A-1.

(5) Telephone calls were made to a sample of the 30% of non-respondents

to determine possible reasons for non-respon
/-

returned after the second follow-up letter we

Questionnaires

also studied in

order to gain additional insight into the nature of late and

non4responses. The results of this telephone follow-up and

analysis of late responses sre discussed on pages A-10 and A-11.

(6) Questionnaires were edited and coded by a team of editors emplo

by the Library of Congress for this project.

(7) Survey responses were keypunched by an outside contractor and the

results were compiled by the Library crf Congress' computer using

the SAS statistical package. .

(8), Post-weights were calculated (seelTable A21) and appl-ied when

reporting combined 'totals in order to bring-the sample size for

different types'of libraries in line with the actual universe.

(9) Survey findings were analyzed and a i/inal report with' recommen a-

'tions prepared by Battelle Columbus Laboratorles.
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Table A-1

Characteristics of the Survey Sample

-S7MOTe Univ/ Community
Characteristics 'College College Public Special School Total

Estimated number
of libraries in

total universe*

Sample size

NuMber of re-
sponses to

4' survey

Response rate

Post-sample weight
for reporting

summary totals**

2,000 1,000 9,000 10,000 87,000 109,000

610 72 528 564 592 2,366

.527 55 374 364 340, 1,657

86% 76% 71% 65% 57% 70%

.07 .3 .37 .38 3.19

.

Post-Sample Weighting

Survey results were weighted when reporting cumulative frequencies

in order to bring the number of different types of libraries selecte'd for 1

the sample in line with the proportionate number of each type in the actual

universe. School libraries; for example, were undersampled in the survey--

that is, as shown in Table A-1, the number of school libraries selected for

the sample.is small relative to the large number of school libraries that

actually exist in the universe.' The assumption.in undersampling was that

surveying.more libraries woufd not have yielded significantly different

results.

* Estimates are based on statistics from the Amerttan Library Directory
(Bowker, 1979) for academic and special libraries and from Market Data
Retrieval (Westport, Conn.) for public and school libraries.

.** Sampling weight applied when calculating totals in order to adjust for
undersampling community college and school libraries.

1
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Weights wA derived for each type of library by dividing the

true proportion of libraries in the univense by the prOportion of libraries

used in the sample. This is shoWn below using school libraries as,an example:

True proportion = .798 = 3.19
Sample proportion .25

where the true proportion is equal to:

-

Actual number of school
libraries in the universe = 87,000 = .798
Total number of libraries 109,000
in the universe

and sample proportion is equal to:

Number of school libraries
selected for the sample = 592 = .25
Total number of libraries 2,366
in the sample

Thus, a weight of 3.19 was applied to responses from school libraries Whenever
resuls for all types of libraries,were cumulated to produce a summary total.

Large Libraries //

A

In addftion to surveying the random sample, the Library of .

Congress sent questionnaires to the largest research, public, and school library
systems in the United States. Responses from fhis group are-presented separately'
in Section G. TheSe findings will be used by the CIP Division in %Ssessing the
potential impact of changes in the,CIP program on libraries that are apt to
make heavy use of CIP data.

Questionnaires were sent to a total of 187 libraries in this
group. The number of libraries that received questionnaires a cf the response

.4"
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rate are presented by type of library in Table A-2. With the excvtion of

33 libraries that were selected both as part of the random sample and the

large library group, responses'from the large library group are not included

in the presentation of findings for the random survey_sample.

Table A-2

L.;rge Library Group Sample

Largest Research
Libraries

Largest Public
Libraries

Largest ool

Library Systems

Number of questian-
naires sent 98 36 53

Number of responses 93 30 36

Response rate 95% 83% 68%

The research libraries were selected from the membership list of

the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), the largest public libraries were

selcected from the Bowker Anmal of Library and Book Trade Information (1980 ed.),

and the largest school library systems were selected from the Education Directory,

Fall 1980 (National Center for Education Statistics).

Non-Response

In an attempt to identify possible reasons fotfton-response, 58 of

the 709 (30%) libraries that did not respond toAhe survey were called by telephone&

The questionnaires that were returned in response to the seCond follow-up letter

were also studied in order to determine if there were any common characteristics

between late responses and non-responses.

Almost half of the libraries that were telephoned and the majority of

the libraries that were late in responding to the ques,tionnaire indicated that

they dO not_m4ke direct use of CIP. Additional explanations indicated that most



of these libraries do, however, maR'e indirect use of CIP through the products and

services of commercial vendors or bibliographic utilities. Most of the school and

public libraries reported that they receive bogks pre-cataloged through a book

----jobber, while most-f-the academic and-special libraries reported that they use a

bibliographic-utility. The great majority of libraries that were telephoned or

- that responded late to the survey reported collections of less than 300,000 volumes

and yearly acguisilions of less than 1,000 U.S. monographs.

Other reasofis,given for non-response included: non-receipt of the

vestionnaire (22% of the libraries that were telephoned), shortage of staff to

?I'espond to the survey,(22%), and lack of familiarity with CIP'(10%).

These findings suggest that many of the libraries that consider

themselves to be nOn-users of CIP do, in fact', use CIP indirectly through the

services of a commercial vendor or bibAographic utiTity. Thus, the overall

percentage of libraries that benefit from CIP catoging, through either direct

or indirect use, is probably much higher than the percentage indicated .by actual

survey results.

0
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B. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS,AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Findings

General

o An overwheyming majoeity of academic libraries responding to the

survey indicated that they use CIP data for on'e or more purposes.

A sizeable majoriy of public and special libraries reported that

they use it, and a slight majority of school libraries.

o The great majority of all types of libraries reportid using CIP

data as the basis for permanent catalog records.

The majority of respondents expressed a favorable or very favorable

opinion of the CIP program, because it enables the library to make

books. available to patrons faster.

o Of those libraries that reported no usage of CIP data, the majority

are small--they have a collection'of less than 10,000 volumes and

acquire less than 1,000 U.S. monographs yearly. These libraries

are likely to receive most of their books pre-cataloged from a

centralized processing center or a commercial vendor.

Whether CIP
,

is used for acquisitfons, cataloging, or public services,

an overwhelming, majority of reuondents indicated that it would not

be acceptable for CIP data to be distributed only on tape. The con-

veniehce of having CIR in the book ,4n_c.1 the lack of access to CIP data

in machine-readable form by many libraries were the most frequently

mentioned reasons for wanting CIP in the book as well., Even libraries

that have access ta CIP data in machine-readable form expressed a

desire to have it in the book as well as on tape.

o Approximately one-fourth to,one-half of all respondents, dependingr

on type of library, felt that the systematic coverage of additional

types of materials in the CIP program would increase its usefulness-.

The most frequently mentioned types of materials for inclusion in the

program' were audio-visual materials (especially sound rdcordings) and
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government documents (especially federal). In addition to these

materials, academic library respondents.indicated that they would

like to see more complete coverage of university sTess_and

press publications.

s' The great majority of each type of library responding perceived the

benefit of using CIP to process books and make them available to

patrons faster to be very important,, and an overwhelming majority

of respondents rated the availabilitY of CIP data for more books as

a vey important potential improverilent to the program.

Acquisitions

o Almost half of all university/college libraries responding to the,

survey reported:using CIP in-pre-order searching (45%) and for the

identification or checking of gifts and automatic receipts (41%),

while almost half of all school libraries reported using it in book

selecthn (46%).

Less than one-third of community college, public, and special Libraries

reported using CIP in acquisitions. C9mments offered by some,of these

libraries,,however, revealed that many of the libraries use CIP data

indirectly through commercially-produced aCqui4,itions tools.

The majority of dll types of.libraries,tha.t use CIP for acquisitions

-(especially university/eollege libraries) felt that the'inclusion.of

an approximate price in the CIP recOrd would increase the usefulness

Of CIP as a selectioN/order tool. Less than half, however, felt that

the inclu sion of approximate pagination would enhance its usefulness.

Over half of thelibraries that reported using CIP for acquisitions

felt that the CIP pr6gram saves them money, and a majority of all

acquisitions respondents expressed a favorable or very favorable
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opinion of the program because it enables the library to process

books more quickly.

Cataloginb

Over 83% of all libraries responding to the sdrvey, regardless of

type, reported using CIP data as the basis for peemanent catalog

records. Approximately one-third of the respondents reported using
. c

it for precatalog searching, but less than one-third fe temporary

cataloging: The overwhelming,pajority of respondents felt that CIP

makes cataloging.easier.

Although the majority of respondents reported using professional

staff for cataloging CIP titles, almost half of,university/college

and public libraries alsa reported'using paraprofessionals. Approxi-

mately one-fourth of all respondents indlcated that clerical staff

are involved in cataloging CIP titles in ahdition to professional

staff.

Whenever more than one level.of staff is'involved in cataloging CIP

titles, professional' staff arevused principally for reviewing work

done by others, for revising CIP data that requires.modification,

and for subject catiloging; paraprofessionals are used in preparing

cataloging for a professional's review by performing preoatalog

searching and by completing..déscriptive cataloging; and clerical

staff are generally responsible 4br typ ing catalog cards from CIP

copy or for.inputting data into bibliographic utiljty.

MOS

Over two-,thirds of all types pf libraries' indicated that they complete

the cataloging in-house if. CIP data alone is available for a book when

it arrives in the library. Of therelatively few libraries that do

not complete the cataloging in-house, most use CIP as a temporary record

until final catalOging iS available.
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o Approximately 44% of the caIaloging respondents indicated that they :

have made changes in their cataloging procedures ts a result of the

CO program. Changes include: the increased use of paraprofessionals,

comPletion of CIP catalogfng,rather than waiting for final LC-MARC

cataloging, and reduced need for searching the,National Union Catalog

for LC cataloging copy.

Over 80% of the cataloging respondents felt that.the accuracy of CIP

cataloging is satisfactory or very _satisfactory. Most users appear

to cope with changes between CIP data and the final LC-MARC record

through verification procedures.

A relatively small percentage of cataloging respondents indicated

that additional bibliographi_c element's should be included in the

CIP data priRted in the book: The most frequently mentio,ned.elements

for inclusion were.: edition statement, price, collation, complete

imprint information, subtitle, 'and statement of responsibility.. The"

large majority of cataloging respoRdents felt that no bibliographic

elements, should be eliminated.

Over half of the academic and special libraries responding felt that

the word "date" 'should be substituted for the actual date in CIP data

rinted in the book.

. The great majority of all types of libraries that"use op in cataloging,

expressed a favorable or very favorable opinion of the program,

primarily because it speeds up cataloging and makes books available

to pafrons faster.

Public Services

Only about 15% of all types of libraries reported using CIP in circula-

-tibn or interlibrary loan; and, less than 10% of the respbndents, with

-the exception of school libraries, reported using it in thesotpildtion
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of bpbliographies. Approximately one-fifth of the schbol ,library.

respondents reported that they u4 CIP in compiling bibliographies.

Several libraries coMmented that they use CIP in public services to

identify relevant subject headings for.use in locatinTother books .

ob the same subject.

Comments offered by respondents regirding CIP usage in public.services

indicated that while most libraries aweciate the end result of the
,

CIP program--the faster availability of books to patrons, many are.

..

not aware of how CIP could be used directly in pUblic services.

,

Over 42% of the 'respondents that use CIP in public services responded

that new CIP titles are available to the public faster than non-CIP
,

ones.

Approximately 65; of the libraries that regularly acquire children's.

. ..--,

books expressedthe opinion that summaries included,in the CIP-data

are important. The majority of respondents reported that these 't

summaries are used in book selectton and for reader assitance.

Of the relatively few.libraries that use CIP in public services,

approximately half indicated that CIP saves them money and approxi-

mately 38% were not sure. -The great majority of public service

respondents expressed a favorable or veYy favoi-able opinion df the

programl*because it enables technical serOces staff to process books

more quickly,

4

,

,..
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at. Recommendations

. .
Based on survey findings., the Cataloging_in ublication Division

of the Library 9f Congress should consider implementing the following

recommendations in order to enhance ihe usefulness of the CIP program for

'libraries that use CIP data and to increase the potentia) val.ue of the

program for libraries that currently do not use CIP.

1., Promote the benefits of CIP for acquisitions and public services by
informing libraries of potential uses in these areas.

Survey findings indicated that CIP is presently used for acquisi-._

tions by less than half of 'all libraries, regardless of type, and by less than

one-fifth of all libraries for public services: For acquisitions, comments

made by survey respondents indicated that although many libraries.do use CIP

data indirectly through various commercially-produced acquisitions toOls,

these libraries either are not aware of 'CIP records being included in the

tools or did not consider thls usage of CIP to be direct enough to report.

For public services, respondents' comments reflected a general lack of aware-

ness of how CIP'data might be useful to them.

In order to increase the usage of CIP for acquisitions and public

services, the Library of Congress should proMote the potential benefits of CIP

for these functions. This plight be accomplished by preparing a booklet which

describes the purpose of the CIP program, the ways in which CIP records are

distributed, and the potential uses of CIP'for acquisilions, cataloging, an.d
A

public services. Examples of CIP data as it appears in the book, online, and

in printed sources should also be included. This booklet could be distributed

to libraries at conferences and professional meetings, and a brief notice could

be placed in-library journals announC4ing the a4,4 the booklet.

2. Increase the number of books that receive CIP catai.iqJ. -4??

The overwhelming majority of, all libraries, reg1/4dless of type,

rated the availability of CIP cataloging for more.books as a
\
very important

,potential improveMent to the program. The Library of CongresS should attempt

to increase the volume of books that receive CIP cataloging through a promo
\

tional campaign to encourage additional publishers to participate in the

program and to encourage existifig participants to include CIP data in all/Of

their publications that are within the ftope .of the program.

24
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3. Expand.and enhance informational material6 for publishers as a means-for.
potentially increasing participation in the CIP program.

The usefulness and-sUccess of the CIP program depend§ to a large

eXtent on the commitment and actite participation of the publishing communi*. '

Communicitions from the Library of.Congress to publishers are an important

means for gaining and maintaining the support of participants.

- The Library of Congress.should enhance and expand its informational_

materials'for publishers as a way to increase publisher partIcipation. Two -

types of informational materials about the CIP program are rieeded. One is

an attractive, easy-to-read brochure for prospectfve participating publishers.

This brochure should present,the benefits that pUblishers and libreries derive

from the CIP program and should briefly.describe what is required from partici-

pating publishers. The other type of informatiOnal material that is needed is

a booklet giing detailed instructions for, participating.publishers. Such a

booklet already exists, but it needs to be Updated and bdldface headings used- '

for emphasis.

4. Seek ways to monitor systema0eally the .accuracy of CIP cataloging and to
identify potential errors.

Although the great majority of libraries, regardless of type,

rated the accuracy of.CIP cataloging as either satisfactory or very satis-

factory, it is evident from responses to a related question that the majority,

of libraries consider any potential imprbvements in the CIRprogram that would

result in increased accuracy to be very important. The Library of Congress'
-e

should seek ways to monitor systematically the occurrence of different types

of errors and changes in the CIP record At it progresses.through the publishing

and cataloging procest. Publishers should be encouraged to re'port changes

in the title page that mould affect key bibliographic elements, such as the

main entry or title, to the'Library of CongrAs as soon as possi e so that

the CIP record can be updated. The Library of Congress should al o stress

to publishers the importance of printing the.CIP data in the book exactly as

it is received from.the Library' of Congress in order to maintain èhigh level

of accuracy,
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5. Seek ways to improve the speed of availability of furf-RARC cataloqing
for CIP titles.

--The great-majority of academic 11-bfaries-Fesi5Onding*TO the s"urvey

(781 university/college and 72% community 'college) indicated that they consider

.
'the speed of availability of LC cataloging to be a very important benefit'of

the CIP program,. And, when asked to rate the importance of.various potential

improvements to the program, a sizeable majority of the academic..libnaries

(64% university7college and 63% community college) responded-that they would

Te,to see an improvement in thy speed of ava,ilability of COmplete cataloging

for CIP titles.

The Library of Congress should seek ways to monitor and improv,e

the speed of availability of full MARC cataloging for CIP-titles.' The Library

should stress to'publishers the importance Of forwarding a copy of the

published boot tO LC for completion of cataloging and sT'ould encourage

comMercial vendors and bibliographic utilities utilizing MARC tapes to load

the tapes onto their computer systems as quickly as possible on receipt%

as
AMP

6. Continue to distribute CIP data in the book as well as on tape.

Survey ftpdings Tndicated that there is.a continuing need for CIP

data,ta be distributed in the book as well as on tape. Although many

'academic libraries fesponded that it would be acceptable Tor cataloging

purpos6's for CIP to be distributed only on tape, a large majority of academic

and,other`types of libraries expressed,the opinion. that CIP data is'needed

in the book-at-well. The, coriVenience of having CIP in the book is perceived

as an important reason for retaining CIP in,the boo veri by libraries with

access to a bibliographic utility. Comments expressed by libraries that do

not have access to a bibliograpl-ric utility or do not receive bookspre-cataloged

indicated that these libraries rely to a great extent on the availability/f

CIP data In'sthe book.

44.

7. Retain all bibliographic elements presently included in the CIP data
printed in-the book, and eticourage publishers to submit an approximate price
for inclusion in the CIP MARC record.

An overwhelmingmajority of libraries, regardless of type, expressed

the opinion that no bibliographic elements should be el4minated from the CIP

e- 'N
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record. However, a sizeable pajority of all types of libraries (as high as

..79% for university/college, 71% for community college, and 70% for special)

perceived that the inclusion of an approximate price would increase the

value of CIP as a selection/order tool. ,Therefore, the Library of Congress

should encourage publishers to submit an approXimate-price at the pre-

pOblication stage for inclusion in the CIP record, that is distributed to

vendors mid bibliogra-phic utilities via the MARC tape service.

8. Investigate methods for expanding the scope of the CIP program to include
syStematic coverage of federal government documents and of sound recordings.

From one-fourth to one-third of all survey respondents,

depending on type of libcary, felt that the scope of the CIP program should

be expanded to include systematic coverage ei additional types of materials.
. .

The types of materials suggested most frequently by all types of libraries

were 'federal government documents and sound recordings. Because the majority

of all types lof libraries routinely acquire one or the other, or both, of

these types of materials, the Library of Congress should investigate alterna-

tives for systematically covering these areas. One option might be to expand

the scope of.the program through cooperative arrangements with other libraries

that specialize and excel in the cataloging of federal documents and audio-

visual materials. The p'rogram could be monitored by the Library of Congress,

with actual 'cataloging performed by other libraries responsible for covering

the publishing output of specific government agencies or audio-visual

publishers.'

9. EnCourage publishers of children's books `t"'o include LC summaries in CIP
data printed in the book,

The Library of Congress should encourage.publishers j? children's

books to include the summaries provided by LCin the CIP data that is printed
in the book. This might be accomplished by sending a letter to these .

publishers and informing them that epproximAely three-fourths of-all scfiool

libraries responding to the-survey viewed,the summaries as very important for

purposes of book seTection and reader assistance.
)

2
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C. THE USER AND NON-USER

OF CIP DATA
I.

1. What are Characteristics of the CIP User?

As pown in Table C-1, the majority of all types of,libraries

.responding fo the survey reported that they use CIP data. Usage is greatest

for academic libraries with 96% of all community college libraries and 90% of

all university/college libraries reporting, that they use GIP. School and

special libraries "appear to be less ..11;ikely than academic and publit libraries

to use CIe, with 55% of all school and 60% of all special libraries indicating

that they use it.

Table C-1

CIP Usage by Type of Library

Univ/College
Community
Collep Public Special School

i1=525* n=53 n=364 n=355 n=320

Use CIP

Do not use CIP

90%

16

96%

4

69%

31

60%

40

55%

45

Tables C-2 and C-3, respectively, s4ow.the distribution of CIP

users by type of librgrY and size of collection and by type of library and

number4Of U.S. monographs acquired yearly.

Most university/college libraries that use CIP have medium or

large-size collections (i.e., 10,000-500,000 volumes) and acquire 1,000 to

25,000 U.S. monographs yearly. The majority of community college and public

libraries that u.se CIP have mecrium=size collections (j.e., 10,000-100,000

volumes) and acquire up to 5,000 U.S. monographs per year. Most special 'and

school library CIP users have small collections,.(i.e., less than 10,000

vo1umes4 sind acquire less than 1,000 monographs yearly.

n=number of responses
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Table C-2

CIP Users by Size of Collection

Volumes in
Colledion Univ/College

Community
College Public Special School

n=473 n=50 n=249 n=209 n=176

Les,s than

10,000 4% 12% 26% 46% 75% -

10,000-
100,000 44 84 55 37 23

100,001-
.

500,000 41 4 14-- 13 1

More than
500,000 12 olk 4 4 1

Table C-3

CIP Users by Muter of U.S.
1

Monographs Acquired Yearly

Monographi
Acquired,Yearly Univ/College

Community
College -Public Special School

n=467 n=49 n=247 n=211- n=176

Less than
1,000 _. 10°Ap. 29% 45% 63% 92%

1,opo-

.1,
.

.

5,000 52 67 .

.

38 23 6

5,001-
25,000

,

,
32 4 17 12 2

More than
25,000 5 1 2 1

2
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2. What are Characteristits of the CIP Non-User?

In terms of size, a libr'ary,that does not use CIP data is apt to

be small. A?shown in Tables C-4 and C-5, the majority of public, special,

and school libraries that do not use CIP have less than 10,000 volumes in

the:ir collections and acquire less than 1,000 U.S._monographs yearly.

Academic libraries are the exception.. The r'elatively few (10%) academic libraries

that do not use CIP are likely to have a medrm-size collection (i.e.:10,000

to 100,000 volumes) and acquire between 1,000 and 5,000 U.S. monographs

yearly.

Table C-4

CIP Non-Users by Size of Collection

Volumes in.'

Collection Uni-V/College
Community
College Public Special School

in=52 n=3 n=115 n=146 n=144

Less than
\\,

10,000 23% 66% 77% 92%

10,000-

100,000 ;48 100 32 21 8

100,001-

500,000 29 2 2

More than

500,000

30
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Table C-5

CIP Non-Users by Number of U.S.
Monographs Acquired Yearly

Monographs Commnunity

Acquired Yearly Univ/College College Public 'Special School

n=50 n=2 - n=110 n=141 6=142

.

\
Less than
1,000 3.6% 84% 88% 400%

1,000;
5,000 58 100 16 11

5,001-

25,000

More than
25,000

6 1

7

Listed below are the reasons most frequently cited by each.type

of library for not using CIP data:

University/College

- We .use OCLC.

- Our library is too small.

- oly books arrive already cataloged.

Community College

- We use OCLC.

- Our library is too small.

- Our books arrive already cataloged.

Special

- Our library is too small.

- Our collection is too specialized.

= Our books arrive already cataloged.

School

- Our library is too small.

- pur books arrive already cataloged.

- We are not familiar with CIP.

3
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4

Most CIP non-users, regardless of type of library% perceive that

their library is ,too 'small 'for CIP to be useful. A large number indicated

that they receive most or all of their books pre;cataloged from a centralized

processing u t or from a commercial vendor. The reason offered by many

university/ ollege and community college lib'raries was that they use OCLC.

This response indicates that many libraries interpreted the ciuestion,of

whether or not they use CIP data to mean only CIP in the book. Only a few

libraries of each type noted that they were not familiar.with CIP or that they

'preferred their own cataloging.

Based on these results, it is difficult to assess the exact extent

of non-use of CIP,data. Clearly, libraries that receive books already cataloged

do not perceive a great neod for CIP. And because the scope of the CIP program

is limited primarily to U.S. monographs, special libraries with heavy periodical

collections are not as likely to need CIP as an academic or public library.

Many of the libraries that reported no direct,use of CIP benefit indirvtly from,

the program; for, in most cases, the books that they receive already cataloged

are processed by a vendor,or centralized processing unit from machine-readtble

'CIP data. And many of the records that libraries retrieve and use via OCLC are

derived from machine-readable CIP data.

.

*0-
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D. USAGE OF.CIP DATA FOR ACQUISITIONS

1. How is CIP Data Used in Acquisition's?

In the acquisitions section of,.the survey, libraries were asked

to indicate whether or not they uie CIP data'for each of the following

acquisitions functions:

Book selection

Pre-order searching -

Identification or checking of gifts and automatic receipts

- Creation of the order form

In using CIP for book selection, a library would typically refer

to A journal-type acquisitions tool produced from MARC tapes containing CIP

retords (e.g., Weekly Record) to identify newly announced books.

Once specific titles have beerl recommended for purchase, they are

'usually searched against the llbrary's order file and catalog of holdings to

prevent unwanted duplication. CIP data found in a printed or online.source

might be consulted to obtain the bibliograbhic information required to perform

:an accurate search. ,Thts bibliographic information*would probably include the

form of main entry, the title, the imprint, and edition,statements.

CIP data is typically used again in the ordering pr6Fess once a

decision has been made to purchase a specific title. Libraries refer to CIP

data found in a printed or online source to obtain the order information

needed to identify a book to a publisher or book jobber. Ths information

usually includes the author and tttle, International Standard Book Number (ISBN),

the imprint, and the'projected publication date.40If a library has access to the

,online acquisitions service of a bibliographic utility br commercial vendor,

the library can retrie've a CIP record and,create an,order form online. 'Ws
saves the step of manually retyping CIP data onto an order form:

Most libraries receive at least some new books automatically

through approval and standing order plans, or as gifts. When received, these

books are usually checked against the library's order file and catalog to

prevent duplication and to note the relationship of new titles to existing

holdings. A library would typically refer to CIP data printed in the book
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during this process to verify that the correct book has been received and to

obtain the LC form of main entry and title for use in precatalog searching. A

library might also refer to the subject heddings in a eLP record and sort

books received through an'approvaf plan by subject for routing to different

staff members responsible for selection.'
,

Table 0-1 shows the usage of CIP data for acquisitions by type of

library and type-of 'acquisitions use. -

-

Table D-1

Usage of CIP Data for Acquisitions

Acquisitions
Use

Book Selection

Univ/ Community Weighted

College College Public Special School Total

n=468 n=48 n=255 n=200 n=155 n=688

22% 21% , 25% 237,Th 46% 40%

n=469 n=48 n=225 n=199 ^ n=155 n=688

,

Pre-Order Searching 45 19 16 24 25

n=469 n=47 n=225 n=200 p=1 5

Identificatiin -

Gift Checking 41 32 16 21 15 18

'n=468 n=48 n=226 n=200 ' n=154* n=685

Creation of Order
Form 30 19 17 17 17

----
13

, Almost half of all university/college libraries responding ta the
,

survey reported using CIP, data in pre-order searching (45%) and for the

identification or checking of gifts and automatic receipts (41%), while almost
_

,

half of all schOol libraries reported using it in book shi:ction (46%). Less

than one-third of other types of libraries indicated that they use CIP for

these acquisitions uses.

o

3 1 .
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, A major factor to consider in interpreting these results is the

extent to whiCh libraries Are aware that they are using CIP data in their

acquisitions work. Because CIP cataloging is not identified specifically as

such in most. printed and online sources,.many libraries may not be aware that

they are using GIP when they consult these tools. Therefore, the actual usage

of CIP for .acquisitions is probably higher. than reported, especially for book,

selection and pre-mler searching..

2., How Does collection Size and Number of U. S. Monographs Acquired Per Year

Affect Acquisitions Usage?

Tables D-2 and D-3,"respectively, present acquisitions usage for

CIP users by size of collection and number of U.S. monographs acquired per year.
e'

Smallr )ibraries appear to use CIP in acquisitions primarily for

book selection. Almoiehalf of ihe libraries Oith small collections (i.e., less

than 10,000 volumes) and approximately oqe-third of those that acquire less than

1,000 U.S. monographs yearly reported using CIP for book selection.

Table 0-2

Collection Size and Acquisitions Usage,

(UnWeighted)

Acquisitions
Usage

Less Than-
10,000

Volumes

10',000-

100,000
100,001-
500,000

More Than

500,000

n=415 n=2I6 n=41 n=17 4

Book Selection 44%, 36% 17% 42%

n=415 n=216 n=41 n=17

Pre-Order Searching 23 24 39 54

_

n=411 n=216 n=40 n=17
Identification -

Gift Checking 14 19 34 47

n=412 n=216 n=41 n=16

Creation of Order Form 14 20 . 20 43
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Table D-3

Number of.U.S. _Monographs Acquired Yearly and

Acqutsitions Usage

(Unweiglited)

1

Acquisitions '
Use

Less Than
1,000

Monographs-

1,001-

5,000
5,001-

25,000
MoreThan
25,000

n=419 n=411 n=216 n=32

Book Selection . 33% 22% 18% 34%

n=418 n=411 n=217 n=32

A
Pre-Order Searching 20 30 49 75

n=418 n=410 n=217 n=32

Identification - 19 27 44 72

Gift Checking

n=419 n=411 n=216 n=32

Creation of Order Form 13 25 31 41

Larger libraries are more apt than smaller libraries to use CIP foP

a variety of acquisitions uses. Well over onrthird of the largest libraries

(i.e., those with over 500,000 volumes and 'yearly acquisitions of more than

25,000 U.S. monographs) ,reported using CIP for each of the four.acquisitions uses

listed.* The largest percentage of these respondents indicated that they use'CIP

in pre-order searching and in the checking or identification of gilts and auto,-

matic receipt's.

3. What Types of Materials dre Routinely Acquired by Respondents and What

Percentage- of Respondents Attempt to Order U.S. MonograpHs Prior to

Publicaltion?

In order to identify additional types of materials for potential

coverage by the CIP program, respondents were asked to indicate:,1164YARther

they routinely acquire the different txpes of materials listed infable 0-4, and

b) the cataloging treatment usually given to each.
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Table D-4

Types of Materials Rout*iely
N, Acquired by CIP Use+s

(Unweighted)

Type of
Material

Percentage of Users

that Routinely Acquire
Number of

Responses

Kass Market Paperback Reprints 37% 1101i^

Mas Market Paperback Fiction 33
q.

1100

Mass Market Paperback Non-Fiction 39 1099

Vanity Press 7 1096

Self-Published
1 1096 ,

College Textbooks 26 1100

High School Textbooks 11 1100,

Elementar Schdol Textbooks 11 ,1098

Federal Documents 62 1100

State Documents
0

514 1097

Local Documents 41 1095

Serials 75 1089

Periodicals 97 1100

Microforms 62 1090

Sound Recordiqs 65 1098

Films 54 1097

Other AV Materials' 52 1089

As shown in,Table D-4,,-a majority of respondents indicated that

they routinely acquire the following types of Materials:

Federal Documents

State Documents

Serials

Perfodicals

Microforms

Sound Recordings

films

Other AV Materials
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Table D-4a

CIP Users' Cataloging reatpent of
Different Types of Materials

(Unweighted)

Type of Catalog

Material Fully

Catalog

Partially

Do Not Do 1ot

Catalog Acquire
Number of
Responses

Mass Market Pbk. Reprints 38% 12% 12% 38% 1043

Mass Market Pbk. Originals 29 13, 15 ' A4 1045

Mass Market Pbk. Nonfiction 50 10 7 32 1040

Vanity Press 25 2 1 72 1028

,Self-Pub*lished 39 3 1 g7* 1036

College Textbooks , 2. 1 51 1046

High School Textbook.s. 16 5 5 74 1046

Elementary Textbooks 12 :6 6 79 1045

Federal Documents 44 19 17 20 1041

State bocuments 43 15 14 28 1039

Local Documents 40 14 12 34 1042

Seria/s 58 11 15 16 1025

Periodicals 21 12 65 1 1037

Microforms 35 15 22 28 1035

Sound Recordiir 57 16 6 21 1039

Films 47 13 8 32 1035

Other AV Materials 45 15 7 . 32 1033

As shown in Table D-4a, 50% or more of fhe7rdspondents indicated

that they usually give full cataloging treatment:to mass dirket paperback nonfiction,
4

serials, and sound recordings. Less than half of the respondents reported giving

full cataloging treatment.to'the other types of materials listed.

In order to gain further insight into the acquisitions practices of.

CIP users, libraries were asked to indicate hpw frequently they attempt to order

U.S. monographs prior to publication. These responses are presented in Table D-5:

38
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> . 41Iable D-5

Frequency witp Which Respondents Order
U.S. Monographs Prior to Publication

. ComMunity
Univ/college College Public Special School

n=462 n=47 n=226 n=197 n=152

Ntver .., 14% 21% 32% , 25% 63%

Occasionally 81 ,74 9. 70 . 37

Usually 5 4 . 19 5 -J Q-, .

As shown in Table D-5, the majority (70% and higher) of

universitylcollegecommunity college, and special libraries reported that

thes) only occasionally order U.S. monographs prfor to publication. _The

Majority cif public libraries/Tndicated that they either occasionally (49%).or-
.

usually (19%) order prior tp publication. School libraries are the exception

with over hdff responding that tliey never order prior to publitation.

4. Would it be Acceptable to Acquisitions Users if CIP Data Were Distributed

Only in MachinerReadable Form?

Currently CIP data-is'distributed by the Library of Congress in

two forms: 1) print0 in the book itself, and 2) in machine-readab.jom on

tape via the MARC Distribution ervice. Commerctal vendors, bibliographic

utilities, and library service centers with computer processing capabilities 0

purchase LC MARC tapes and redi'stribute CIP and other LC 6ataloging to

individual lilraries in'a variety of forms, including 3 x 5 printed cards,

microform, printed acquisitions toois, aio online.

Because inCreasins numbers of libraries are purchasing cataloging

services or participating in netwoeks which provide access to CIP data either

online or in printed form, the qbestion has arisen as to whethsr it is

necessary to continue distributing CIP data in the book itself. The opinions

of libraries that reported using CIP in acquisitions are presented in Table'

D-6.

a

aa
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75 Table 1:1-6

Acquisitions Users' Opinions as to the Acceptability
of Distributing CIP Data Only 00--)

MAk Tapes

Univ/ ,Community Weighted
College College Public Sps6a,.1 School Total

n=291 n=22 n=81 n-786 n=81 n=348.

Yes, it wodld-be
acceptabl,e if CIP

were distributed
only on MARC tape: 26% 9% 5% 1.5% , 5%

, ..--

No, it would not .

.

_be acceptable for
CIP to be distri-
buted only on MARC

. i

tine. 74 ' 91 - 95 64 95 93

.

The.overwhelming majority of all types of libraries th!atsisg2

for acquisitions indicatdd that tt would not be acceptable for CIP-tort
,

distributed only on MARC tape. This percentage is as high as 914.fi1r,

primunf4'College and 95% for public and school libraries.:-

majority of university/college lfbraries responded that th6illeedgig0411,

the boOk andon tape, approimately one-fourth (26%) ind1.O.COIWIPAO41d-

bre acceptable)f CIP were disibuted' only 0-tape. reans
by Most libraries for needing CIP in the book were conVemience druliackcOe''

access to C1P data in machine-readable form. Even though.the4141900,4f:

uniVersity/college respondents: noted that they ha4accesS"tO1',610.4Ographt.'

utility, most expressed a .strong desire to retiin cif,' in the.b0014of.:

convenience and, for'USe as a 6ack-uP when automated:SysteMS ar."00n.. .

E'.\

5. WoUld the,AdoPition of Approximate Priaarld'Pagination Enhbnce the t1P
, I

'MARC Record'as an Acquisitions Todl?

In an.effort to,,identify specific ways'iri.whiVkithe,CIP

could he imprOved, ligrerreS were aSked whether Or'fiOt the intlusion

:

oproximata price and pagination in the CIP'req&d.would enhante'the

usefulness of the program Tor acquis*tions.

"St
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Responses to this question for libraries that use CIP in

acqui'lLRns,are 'presented by type of library in Table D-.7.

Table D-7

Acquisitions Users' Opinions aslit Whether the Additien
of Approximate Price andiPagination Wowfd

Ihcrease the Usefulness 'of CIP

Univ/
College

Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
_Dotal

n=287 n=21 n=76 n=79 n=76 n=327

ApproxiMate Price

Apilroximate Pagi-
nation

79% 71% 70% 66% 66%

n=275 n=20 n=67 n=75 n=73 n=311

47 35 31 49 48. 46

%It appears that the systematic inclusion of an approximate price

in the CIP record would increase the usefulness.of CIP as a selection/order

tool for the majority '(66%) of llbraries that already use CIP for
' acquisitions. The perceived .increase in vahe is greatest.for university/

college librartes (79%) and lowest for public libraries (57%).

Less than one-half (46%) of arl libraries, that use CIP for

acq0sitions, on the other hand, perceive that fhe inclus'io6 of approximate
pagination would increase the usefulness of CIP as a selection/order tool.

UniVers,tty/eollege, spe'cial, and school libraries are almost equally divided
oh this issue, with approximately half responding Yes and half responding No.

The majority of community college and public libraries indicated that the
inclusign of approximate pagination would not increase the usefulness of CIP
for acquisitions.

6. What Types of Materials-Not Covered by the CIP Prograni Wouid Acquisitions

Respondents Like to See Included?

The CIP program currently focuses on U.S. monographs as described
in Appendix 1. To determine if the scope of the program should be expanded,

0, 4 1
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libraries were asked to suggest additional types of materials for systematic

coverage.

Of those'libraries that reported using CIP for acquisitions,

approximately a third indicated that additional types of materials should be

covered by the program. Materials that weresuggested five or more times are

Oresented in Table 0-8.

Table D-8

Additional Types of Materials Suggested by Acquisitions Users
for Inclusion in the CIP Program

(n.616)

(Numbers in.parentheses refer to frequency of mention)

Audio-visual materials (73)
includes sound recordings (24)
and visual recordings (12)

Government documents (54)
includes federal documents (19)
and state documents (11)

Serials and annuals (15)
Publications of institutes

and associations (14)
Musip scores (14):
Small press publications (10)
Foreign trade publications (9)
Conference proceedings (8)
Paperback books (7) .

Foreign-language books (7)

University publications (7)
Microforms (5)

It should be noted that the. CIP program currently includes'many.

of the materials listed above, but that coverage may not be as comprehensive

as some libraries would like.

Of those libraries that did not report using CIP fOr acquisi=

tionS, less than one-fourth indicated that additional types of Materials

should be included. Materials suggested five or more times by this. group are

listed in Table 0-9. 4'

4

,
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4 Table D-9

Icrels of Materials Suggested by Acquisitions
Non-Users for Inclusion in the

CP' Program
(n=175)

1% (Numbers in parentheses refer to frequency of mention)

Audio-visual materials (76)

includes sound recordings (32)
and visual recordings (15)

Government documents (0)
includes federal documents (9)
and state documents (6) .

Serials and anntials (7)

Reprints (7)
All types of materials not

currently included (7)
Foreign trade publications (6)
Foreign-language publications (5)
Music scores (5)

.

'Although the majoqity of libraries indicated that no additional

types of miteriAlv needed to be inclUded in the program, audio-visual

.materials and goveimment documents were mentioned most frequently by those

libraHes that expressed a desire to see the scope of the program expanded.

7. What Publishers Do Acquisitions Users Feel Should be Encouraged to

Participate, or to Participate More Fully, in the CIP Program?

% Of the approximátA 60,0 libraries that reported using GIP for
,

$ _ , ,

, 1 ' one Cor more aquisitions use,ApproxiMateOpli suligested'specific tylies of
; . , ,,.. , .

publi'shers 'that should:bgencour4g4q_to spdrtjelpate,, sr topartiCipate more

'full.Y, tn the rbg"ram. Publishers mdni.ibned-tiivi Zxr pore tiiiies*are 'listed in.
,,..

Table 0,10. ' . . ' ,_
. r

.

.

tit V ,

. ::,.

.. .:
.

:4'

e.

Gt.

:

V.14

.

t;

''. r. ((A-

. .

.1*

,

,
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/Table D-10

Types of Publishers Suggested by
Acquisitions Users for Participation

in the CIP Program
(n.333)

(Numbers in parentheses refer to frequency-of mention)

All publishers (96)
University presses (32)
Small presses (30)
Publishers of government'
documents (21)

Institutions and gssociatiOns (18)
Audio-visual publishers (17)
Foreign publishers (10.
Religious publishers (13)
Paperback publishers (8)
British publishers (7)
Scientific publishers (7)
Technical',publishers (7)
Museums and art galleries (6)
Publishers of conference

proceedings (5)
Publishers of'educational
materials (51

European publishers (5)

As with the different types of.materials suggested for inclusion

in the CIP program, many of-thrdifferent types of publishers mentioned by

respondents already participate in the program. The list is useful, however,

for 'identifying the different types of publishers that respondents would like

to see participate more fully.
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8. Does CIP Save Libraries Money in Their Acquisitions Work?

When asked whether or not the CIP program produces cost savings

tn acquisitions, 55% of all types of libraries that reported using CIP-for

acquisitions indicated that the program does save them money.

Table D-11

Libraries' Opinions as to Whether or Ndt
CIP Saves money in Acquisitions

Univ4
College

Community
College Public

Sp444a4,-..--S4.4e424---1otal

Weighted

n=293 n=22 n=83 n=85 n=82 n=352

Yes 53% 64% 43% 52% 56% 55%

No 16 9 20 18 1010 12
/

Not Sure 31 27 36 30 34 34

As.shbvin in Table D-11, apProximately one-third of all types of

libraries indicated that they are not sure.whether CIP saves theq money in
acquisitions. From 43% to 64% of the respondents, hoWever, depending on type

of library, indicated that CIP does save them money.

94 What is the Overall Opinion of'Acquisitions Respondents Towards the CIP
Program?

As shown in Table D712, an overwhelming majority of each type of

library that uses CIP for acquisitions rated.the program as favorable or very

favorable. Most of the remaining libraries (between 5 and 11%) reported a

neutral rating.

e1 0
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Tate D-12

Responddits' Overall Opinions of the CIP Program
for Acquisitions

Univ/
College

Community
College Public Special

Weighted
School Yotal

n=286 n=22 n=81, n=83 n=83 n=353

Very Favorable

Favorable

Neutral

Unfavorable

33%

58

9

A
50%

45

5

51%

41

7

1

.

43%

48

8

47%

42

11
,

46%

44

10

Very Unfavorable

Libraries that did not report using CIP for acquisitions also

gave the program a high rating. Eighty-four percent of all types of libraries

reported a favorable or very favorable rating, 15%-were neutral, sand less
%
than 1% indicated an unfavorable rating. kplanations and comments given by

these libraries revealed that this high rating is justified by the benefits

that other sections of the library (especially cataloging) and, ultimately,

patrons derive frOm the CIP program.

4
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E. USAGE OF CIP DATA FOR CATALOGING

1. How is CIP Data Used in Cataloging?

In the cataloging section of the survey libraries were asked to

indicate whether they use CIP data for each of the following cataloging uses:

Precatalog searching

Temporary cataloging

Permanent cataloging

In precatalog searching, a library would typically refer to CIP

data found in the book or th'rough a printed or online source to identify

preferred forms of entry for names and subjects and to verify other

descriptive in'ormation about the book. This information is used in searching

a spectfic title against the library's other holAings and in preparing the

final cataloging record. This procedure enables the library to relate a work

to other similar works in the collection, to prevent unwanted duplication by

verifying the uniqueness of each work, and to achieve consistency in

cataloging.

In temporary cataloging, a library would use CIP data found in

the book or through another source to label books for.the shel-f ? and to produce

a temporary cataloging record (usually in 3 x 5 card form) that could be used

in the public catalog and shelflist'until a full MARC record is available

directly from the Library of Congress or indirealy through a commercial

vendor or bibliographic utility. Usage of CIP for this purpdse enables a_

library to make boOks known and available for circulation to patr.ons even

though a final, LC-MARC verified cataloging record is not yet available.

For permanent cataloging, a litYrary would typically use CIP

data found in the book or through another source as the basis for

locating or creating a permanent cataloging record either in printed or

machine-readable form. In most cases, this procedure nvolves: 1) searching

a bibflographic utility or a vendor's file to see if the CIP record has been

updated,to full MARC, 2) verifying the CIP data against the book itselrto

1
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ensure,an exact match,.3) checking names and subjects against local authority

files to identify discrepancies in forms of entry, 4),modifying forms of

entry, if necessary, to conform or link with local practices, and 5)

completing the CIP reCord'Iv adding descriptive information about the book

that was not available when the CIP record was created, such as the size of

the book and the number of pages. The amount of verification and modification

performed by a library depends on the level of cataloging accuracy and

conSistency perceived to be necessary in order to provide patrons with quick

and easy access to the library's holdings and to cooperate with other
A

libraries in identifying and sharing resources.

,Table E-1 shows the distribution of users of CIP data by type of

library and type of cataloging use.

Table E-1

Usage of CIP Data for Cataloging

Cataloging
Use

Univl Community
College. College Public Special' School

Weighted
Total

n=458 n=47 n=208 n=200 n=128 n=592

Precatalog searching 55% 34% 29% 34% 30% 32%

Temporary catealoging 22 32 18 29
,
23 23

Permanent catalogtng 86 85 88 84 89 88.

Well over three-fOurths of each type of library repor:ted using

CIP as the baps for permanent cataloging. Approximately one-third to oneL-

half, depending on type of library, reported using it for precatalog

searching, but less than one-third indicated that it is used for temporary

cataloging. School and public libraries reported the highest usage for

permanent cataloging--89% and 88% respectively. UniverOty/college, community

college, and speOal libraries followed close behind with 86%, 85%, and 84%,

respectively.

ela

ft
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A little over harf of all university/college libraries and

approximately one-third of the community college and special libraries

responding indicated-that they use CIP for precStalog searcliing. It is

reasonable to expect that, in many cases, CIP data is.used first in precatalog
searching; then, based on results of the search, potential "problem" books are
given temporary cataloging or held for a full MARC record, while the

remainder are cataloged permanently, using CIP as a guide.

,The following comments and explanations offered by libraries

provide additional insight into how CIP is used in cataloging:

Use CIP as the basis for producing a printed cataloging record or for

entering cataloging 1,nto an online system;

Use CIP as a guide for establishing the preferred or authoritative

form of a name or a subject heading;

Refer to CIP to locate an LC catalog card number or other unique

Identifying information for use in searching an online data base or
s

for use jn ordering catalog cards from a commehial vendori

Use CIP to sort materials according to main'entry dr classification

number prior to cataloging so that they are accessible'if needed

before processing is complete.

2. Would it be Acceptable to Cataloging Users if CIP Data Were Distributed'

Only in Machine-Readable ''orm?

Because of the'distribution of CIP data in machine-readable form

through the LC-MARC tape service and its subsequent,availability to libraries

through the bibliographic utilities and through commercially-produced print

products, libraries were asked Whether it would be acceptable if CIP data were

distributed only on the MARC tapes, rather than both on the tapes and in the

book.

The responses of libraries that use CIF, data for cataloging are

presented by type of library in Table E-2.
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Table E-2

Cataloging Users' Opinions as to the Acceptability
of Distributing CIP Data Only on MARC Tape

Y4s, it would be
acceptable if CIP
were'distributed'

_

Only oh MARC tape.

No, it would not be
acceptable if CIP
were distributed
only on MARC tape.

Univ/

College
Community
,College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

n=450 n=4-6 n=19-8 n=194 , n=119 n=571

c

25%

75

9%

91

-6%

94

12%

88

3%

97

6%

94

The majority (75% and higher) of all types of libraries indicated

that it would not be acceptable for CIP data to be distributed only on MARC

tape. School and public Libraries appear to feel most strongly with`97% and

94%, respeCtively, indicating that it would not,be acceptable.

- The primary reascin given by the majority of libraries for needing

CIP in the book was that they do not have access-to MARC tapes. ManY of these

respondents, however, no,tecf that they use a bibliographic utility or commercial

-cataloging service. Even for these libraries that have access to CIP data in

machine-readable form, there appears to be a continuing need for CIP to be

distributed in the book as well. Comments offered by the majority of respondents

emphasize the importance of convenient access to CIP data and the importance

of having CIP inithe book when online systems or commercially-produced catalog-

ing aids are not available. These comments are summarized below:

CIP It more convenient, faster, and easier to use in the book;

_Terminals are not always available for searching online;
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Using CIP in thebook for precataloging work (i.e., authority searches
and classification) is less,expensive and more convenient than
searching online;

CIP in the book is needed when online systems are down;

CIP in the book is needed to locate an LC card number or ISBN before
searching online;

CIP in the book alerts us that a full MARC record will probably follow
shortly;

We'photocopy CIP in the book ibr copy cataloging;

CIP in the book is used by publit service staff to answer questions

about cataloging.

One comment offered by a public library sums up well the continuing need for

CIP data to be distributed in the book s well as on tape, especially for

smaller libraries that cannot afford to access a bibliographic utility or to

purchase commercially-produced cataloging aids:

"It has been valuable to have the CIP available in the
book for cataloging purposes. We are going to OCLC, so
will find it less useful except when the system or our
terminal is down. It is an extremely valuable'source of
cataloging information for small libraries. Not eveyone
has access to MARC fiche, tapes, OCLC, ..."
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, 3. What Percentage of the,U.S. Monographs that Libraries Cataloged Last
Year were CIP Titles?

Table E-3 presents the percentage of U.S. monographs cataloged

last year that were CIP titles. The majority of responses fell in the range

of from 50% to 80%.

F RECUENCY

"1

Table E-3

Percentage of U.S. Monographs Cataloged
Last Year That Were CIP Titles
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1. What'Type of Library Staff Routinely Haridles Cataloging for CIP Titles'?

To asseSs the impact of the CIP'progrem on the type of staffing

required for routine cataloging, libraries were asked to iqdicate the level

and duties of staff that routinely compiete or revise cataloging for CIP

titles. As 'shown in Table E-4, professional staff are involved in,some aspect

of cataloging CIP titles in all types of libraries. A substantial number of

uniyerOty/college libraries (48%1And publte libraries ,(47%), however, also

reported using paraprofessionals; and 25% or more of all types of libraries

except special reported using clerical staff as well.
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Table E-4

Type of Library Staff that Routinely
Completes and/or Revises Cataloging for CIP Titles

Type of Staff
Univ/,

College
Community
College Putlic Special School

n=450 n=46 n=202 n=194 n=123

Professional 76%

27

4

87% .594'
, 83% 83%

25' 20,

3

-12-

28

11

Clerical ,

No Specific Staff

35

.

Weighted
Totals

n=586

Respondents' explanations of the duties of different levels of

staff, as :described in Table E-5, indicate that professionals are used "
Orincipally in the review of work done by oth&s, in the revision of, CIP

cataloging when data requires modification, and in the area of subject

cataloging (i.e., assigning local classifiction'numbers and subject

headings). Paraprofessionals are used inpreparing cataloging for a

professional's'review (i.e., completing descriptiVe cataloging for CIPtitles

and searching the titles against library catalog fites). They'are also used

in typing catalog cards from CIP data and for inputting additional=locql data

for CIP recOrds into a bibliographic utility. Clerical staff are most

frequentlyLbsed for typing (catalog caFds or inputting data into'd

bibliographic utility) and preliminary searchirfg. SOme 145raries also

reported using them to identify CIP problems for a professional's attention,

to complete .CIP cataloging when a fUll MARC'record is available, and to

prepare temporary catalog entries.

5. What Percentage of CIP and Non-CIP Cataloging is Reviewed for Accuracy
by Professional Staff?

Table E76 shows the percentage of CIP and non-CIP cataloging

reviewed for accuracy by professional staff.
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Table E-5

Most Frequently Reported Tasks Performed by Different Levels of Staff in
.'

*

Cataloging CIP Titles

4
,

A

i

,

4

Professional Paraprofessional Clerical

n=356 n=245 n=r220

Performs all cataloging
te,

Verifies and revises
cataloging,done by others

Assigns 'local classifica-

tion numbers and verifies
LC classification numbers

Completes cataloging when
CIP data is incorrect or
requires modification

Performs all routine cata-
logirig, including copy

Cataloging, for 'Professional's
review

-

Types catalog cards from cata-
loging copy or inputs data
into bibliographic utility

Performs precatalog searching

sCompletes descriptive catalogin'g

Types catalog.cards from
cataloging copy or inputs
data into bibliographic

?

utility _

Performs precatalog
searching

,

PerfOrms copy cataloging
for professional's review

54

,

55
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Table

'PerceWt-ag of CIP and Non-CIP 6atatogin.g ReViewed
; for Accuracy by Professional.Staff

-

#

Univ/

College
ommunity
College . Pubiic

.

Special School
.0 n=401 ñ=38 h=173., n=169 n=104 ,

CIP

Mean ,

Standard

62%

46'

74% 54%

. 42 47

69%.

43

66%,

Deviation
,42

n=405 n=38 n=165 n=161 n=92
Non-CIP

63% 82% 61% -70% 77% 'Mean

Standard 45. . 35 45 43 39
Deviation

The majority of responses were either zero or 100% for both'CIP

and non-CIP cataloging. nib high standard deviations reflect this wide rang2

of resPonses. ResPonses indicate that sjightly more non-CIP cataloging is,

. reviewed for accuracy by Professional staff than CIP cataloging.

6. What Cataloging Procedures Do Libraries Follow for Bpoks with CIP?

In order to udderStand how the CIP Program affects the speed of

processing new books, libraries were asked toHndicate which of the following

4prOcedures they follow. if CIP data alone is available fOr a book when it

arrives in.the Fibrary:

Complete the cataloging in-holise

,Hold the unprocessed book for the completed reCord

Use title CIP data from the book as alemporary record until final
cataloging is available

Other

r"
J

1S4

as.
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As shown in Table E-7,_over two-thirds of all types of libraries

indicated Oat they complete the cataloging in-house if CIP data alone is

available for a book when it arrives in the library. Of those libraries that

do not complete the cataloging in-house, most (between 6% and 17%) use CIP as

a temporary record until final cataloging is available rather thri holding the

unprocessed book for the completed record. Of the r'elatively small percentage

of libraries _Oat hold the unprocessed book for the completed record, the

majority-are university/college and community college libraries.

Table E-7

Catalo4ing Procedures Followed by Libraries for Books with CIP Data

Univ/
Callege

Community
College Public Special Sc ool

Weignted
Total

n=446 n=46 n=202 n=192 122 n=582

- Complete cataloging
in-house

68% 67% 86% 70% 83% 80%

Hold book 14 11 3

b.

6 2 4

Use CIP as temporary
record

6 13 7 17 --\ 12 12

Other 12 8 3 8 2 4

Table E-8 shows the length of time that respondents who either

hold the unprocessed book or use CIP cataloging as a temporary record will

wait for full MARC records or LC cards before completing the CIP cataloging

in-house.
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Table E-8

Length of Tine that Respondents will Wait for Full MARC
Records or LC Cards Before Completing the CIP

Cataloging In-House

Univ/
'College

Community
College Public Special School

n=140 n=16 n=29 n=65 n=26

Less than 2 weeks 9% 31% 17% 27%

2 to 4 weeks 17 25 34 15 27

5.weeks to 3 months 35 38 28 31 42

4 to 6 months 20 31 3 20

7 to 12 months 12 11 4

More than 12 months 7 6 3 6

Most public and school library respondents are not apt to wait

longer than 3 months, although a small.pei-centage will wait up to a year or

more. The majority of university/college, community college, and-special

library respondents reported that they will wait up to 3 months for full MARC

records before completing CIP cataloging; but over one-third indicated that

they would wait from 4 months:to over a year.

Libraries that process CIP books using MARC records were asked to

indicate the percentage of books with CIP data for which a CIP record instead

of a full MARC record is found. As shown in Table E-9, responses ranged from

zero to 100%. The majority of responses were in the range of from 10% to 50%.

Thi5 suggests that full MARC records are available in the majority of cases

for more than half of the books with CIP data that are received by library

respondents using MARC records to procass CIP books.

,
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Table E-9

Percentage of Books with CIP Data for Which
-a CIP Record Instead of a Full MARC Record is Found

ECUENCY

EE
OD
CC
CC

25 CC
CC A Public

20

CC,
CC
CC
CC EE

EE
EE

EE
EE

B

C

Community College
Univ/College

CC
CC

EE
EE

EE
EE

D School
CC EE CC E SpecialD CC EE CC

15 CC EE EE EE CC
CC EE EE EE CC CC

EE CC EE EE 00 CC CC
EE
EE it CC

CC
CC

CC
CC

Et
00

CC
CC

CC
CC

CC
CC

10 OD CC CC CC CC CC CC CC
OD EE CC CC CC CC CC CC OD CC
DO DD CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC
DD CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC EE
CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC

5 CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC. CC CC EE CC
CC CC CCC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC EE CC CC CC CC CC DO CC EE
CC CC 88 CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC CC AA CC CC CC DD
AA CC AA CC CC CC 88 CC CC CC CC CC CC CC AA CC CC CC AA CC CC AA CC DD
AA CC AA CC EE CC CC CC CC AA CC CC CC CC AA CC CC CC CC 88 CC AA AA CC AA AA CC CC CC CC AA CC CC CC AA CC CC AA

1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 A 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 0
0 1 2 3 457 8 9 0 3 ,5 780 357 8 0 3505058 0505057 058 0

PERMT

When asked how long they have to wait for titles with CIP records

to be replaced by full MARC records, the great lqajority of all types of

libraries except community college responded that they do not'wait,as shown

in Table E-10. This means that when a book with CIP data arrives and a

full MARC record is not found, either throug&a bibliographic utility or

another source, most libraries will complete the cataloging from the CIP

record rather than holding the unprocessed book and waiting for a full MARC

record. Community college libraries appear to be more apt to wait for

full MARC records than other types of libraries, with over half estimating a

wait of from two weeks to a year for full MARC to replace CIP,records.



Table E-10

Length of Time Estimated by Respondents far CIP Records
to be Replaced by Full MARC Records

Univ/

College
community
College Public Special School

n=215 'n=5 n=23 n=47 n=13

Less than 2 weeks 1% \ 9% 2% 15%

2 to 4 weeks '6 20. 4 4

5 weeks to 3-months 7 - 4

4 to 6 months 6
.

2
1

- ..)

7 to 12 months 2 40 . 2
)

#

More than 12 months 1

t

4

Do not wait 78 40 87 81 85

Gt)

4.1r
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II. Have LiWraries Made Changes in Their Cataloging Procedures as a Result of
Using CIP?

To aid in determining the impact of the CIP program on cataloging

operations, libraries were asked whether they have made changes in their

cataloging procedures as a result of using CIP.

As shown in Table E-11, 65% of community college, approximately

50% of university/college and public, and 42% of special and school libraries

it ndicated that CIP has resulted in changes in their cataloging procedures.

W
Table E-11

Libraries' Responses as to Whether or Not

4 Changes Have Been Made in Cataloging
Procedures Because of Using CIP

Univ/
College

Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

n=429 n=43 n=180 n=185 n=114 n=543

Yes 49% 65% 50% 42% 42% 44%
1 '

No 51 35 50 58 58 56

g

,.
Approximately 500 libraries offered comments and explanations as

to how CIP has affected their cataloging operation. The most frequently

mentioned impact was that CIP makes it possible to catalog'books faster.

Other frequently mentioned changes included: ,

The increased use of paraprofessionals for cataloging, thereby,
avoiding the cost of using only professionals;.

The immediate completion of cataloging for newly received books;

Using CIP to create temporary catalog cards while awaiting LC cards,
thus makilig books available to patrons before cataloging is Complete; ,

Reduced or eliminated need for searching the National Union Catalog
(NUC) for,LC cataloging copy.

!

!

;

-

k

6 ,.

1

,.:
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The following comments and explanations, although mentioned less frequently,

provtde further information about how CIP is used and the impact that it has

had on cataloging procedures.

Use CIP to verify the accuracy of purchased card kits;

Assign classification numbers fopd in CIP data rather than consulting
hardcopy LC or Dewey classification schedules to determine class
numbers;

Use CIP in the book for classification, series, and authority work
prior to the production of%catalog cards- via OCLC;.

Use subjbct headings found in the CIP data rather than spending
time consulting the LC sUbject headings list;

Gfve books with CIP data top priority in cataloging because they are
likely to be "high-demand", titles.

Another surveY question related o the impact of CIP on cataloging
\

procedures is whether r not CIP makes cataloging easier for staff. As shown

in Table:E-12., an overwhelming majority'of respondents indicated that CIP does

make cataloging easier.

Table E -15e

Libraries' Opinions as to Whether CIP
Makes Cataloging Easier for Staff

40$

Univ/
College

Community
College Public Special._ School

Weighted
Total

n=448 n=45 n=202 n=195 n=124 n=5S9

Yes

No

99%

1

98%

2

99%

1

96%

4

100% 99%
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8. Does the CIP Program Save Libraries Time and Money in Cataloging U.S.
Monographs? -.

An )mportant question in evaluating the usefulnes5 and :impact of

the tIP program is whethePor not the,prograM saves libraries time and money

in cataloging. In order to compare the relative cost and time required to

catalog CIP versus non-CIP books, libraries were asked to provide estimates of

the cost and time required to catalog the following types of books:

Booksvith full LC copy

Books with no LC copy

BooKs with C1P

Books without CIP

The purpose of gathering data for books with and without 1)c,copy was to gain

insight into differences between CIP data,and full tC-copy.

Results are presented in Table's E-13 through E-16. The response

. rate for these questions was relatively low; the majority of libraries either

left some or all of the quesions blank or siMply noted that they do not

maintain these statistics. For this reason, specific 611ar amounts that are

cited may not reflect actUal costs throughout the library community.

As shown in T'able E-15, the cost of cataloging books with CIP

data ranges between $1 and $3 for the Majority of libraries that responded to

this question, while the cost of cataloging non-CIP books ranges between $2

and $5 for most respondents. In terns of time, it appears that books with CIP

can be cataloged in 'about half the time required to catalog non-CIP books. As

shown in Table E-16, most respondents reported that it takes 15

minutes or less to catalog CIP books and between.16 and 30 minutes or longer

for non-CIP.

,For full LC copy versus no LC copy, time and cost differences are

similar to those for CIP versus rion-CIP books. Table E-13 shows that most

respondents' estimates fell between $1 and $3 for cataloging books with LC

copy and between $2 and $5 or higher for books without LC copy. And, as shown

in Table E-14, most respondents indicated that.it takes 15 minutes or less to

catalog with full LC copy and between 16 and 30 minutes or longer without LC

copy.
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TABLE E -13

ESTIMATED COST OF CATALOGING

LC vs. NO LC COPY 10

LC COPY

I EEEE
80 EEEE ,..-

A Public n = 40

1

EEEE
EEEE

EEEE DD
EEEE EEEE B Community n = 19

70 EEEE ODDD C Univ/College n = 167
EEEE ODDD D School n = 20
EEEE CCCC ..

DODD CCC,C" E Special n = 57 s,
0000 CCCC

SO DDDD CCCC

I

0 CCCC

DDDD CCCC
CCCC CCCC EEEE

DO CCC
o-

50 CCCC CCCC EEEE
ICCCC CCCC EEEE
CCCC CCCC EEEE
CCCC CCCC EEEE
CCCC CCCC DDOD

AO CCCC CCCC CCCC
ICCCC CCCC CCCC
CCCC CCCC CCCC
CCCC CCCC CCCC
CCCC CCCC CCCC

30 CCCC CCCC CCCC EEEE
CCCC CCCC CCCC FEE( EEEE

'CCCC CCCC CCCC FEE( DODD .

8888 CCCC CCCC DODD CCCC
8888' CCCC CCCC CCCC CCCC

20 8888 CCCC CCCC CCCC CCCC

I

AAAA CCCC CCCC CCCC CCCC
AAAA CCGC CCCC CCCC CCCC FEU
AAAA 8888 CCCC CCCC CCCC EEEE
AAAA 8888 CCCC CCCC CCCC EEEE

10 AAAA AAAA 8888 CCCC CCCC CCCC EEEE

1

AAAA AAAA am eees cccc cccc EEEE
AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA CCCC CCCC ODDO CCCC
AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA 8888 CCCC EEEE CCCC CCCC CCCC EEEE
AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA 8888 AAAA CCCC CCCC CCCC 81583 EEEE CCCC CCeC CCCC CCCC CCCC EEEE EEEE CCCC

SI %2 $3 $4 $S SS $7 St S, SIO 511 $12 $13 $14 $15 $20 $23 $25 $30

FREQUENCY

I

/EE

EEE

EEE
EEE

ECE EEE
EEE

35 '6, DDO EEE

f 1 D
DOD EEE
DO ODD

NO LC COPY

ODD. DDD EEE
DDO ODD EEE

30 CCC DDO EEE
CCC CCC EEE

CCC CCC EEE -EEE
CCC CCC EEE EEE
CCC CCC EEE EEE

25 CCC CCC EEE EEE
CCC EEE CCC EEE ODD
CCC EEE CCC EEE CCC

s
CCC EEE CCC EEE CCC

CCC EEC CCC EEE CCC

20 CCC CCC CCC DOD, CCC

I

CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC

44
CCC CCC CCC CCC

4 CCC CCC CCC EEE CCC

DDO CCC CCC CCC CCC EEE CCC CCC

15 DDO CCC CCC CCC CCC EEE CCC 1 CCC

1

ODD BM CCC CCC CCC EEC EEE CCC CCC

DDD BOO CCC CCC CCC EEE ODD CCC CCC

ccc nnn ccc . ccc ccc EEE CCC CCC CCC

ccc ens ccc ccc ccc EfE CCC CCC CCC

10 CCC 888 CCC CCC CCC EEC CCC CCC CCC

I

EEECCC AAA CCC CCC CCC EEC CCC CCC CCC
CCC AAA um AAA CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC EEE CCC

585 AAA 008 &AA CCC CCC CCC CCC EEE CCC EEC CCC EEE

AAA AAA 858 AAA 888 CCC CCC CCC CCc CCC EEE CCC CCC

5 AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA CCC CCC. CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC

1

AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA 888 CCC 'CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC

AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA CCC ccc =Olin ccc ccc- EV CCC CCC

AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA 808 088 CCC 665 EEE ccc ccc ccc ccc ccc ccc Ecc EEE ccc EEE

AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA AAA sae ccc AAA CCC 888 EEE 888 CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC 888 CCC CCC CCC

,

$1 %2 1,7 $4 SS SG $7 $8 SS $10 $11 $12 $13 $14 $35 SIG SIS %20 $21 $25 %27 $30 %32 $35 140

A Public n = 38
B Community n = 19

C Univ/College n = 154

D School n = 16

E Special n = 52
4
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TABLE E-14

ESTIMATED TIME TO CATALOG

LC vs. NO LC COPY

c

FGEOUDICY

210 1 HUE

HEEE
E

LC COPY
HU

0 CCCCC

A Public n 1'45
B Community College n = 22

I.

EEEEE
HUE
00000

I

CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC

150 , CUCC

C Univ/College n = 201
D School n = 20
E Special n = 65

no I. .CCCCC

clxcc
ccuc
ccuc

90 I

CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC

GO I

CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC

EEEEE

00000
CCCCC

30 I
89

,

CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC
888 CCCCC

AAAAA CCCCC 0 EEEEE

1

CCCCC
nose

CCCCC

AAAA CCCCC
bCCCC

1-15 16.30 31-45 46-60 61-75 91-105 106-420 More Than

mins mins mins mins --mins mins mins 2 hrs

/

'GEODE/ICY .- NO LC COPY

I

MEE
EEEEE
EEEEE

100 EEEEE
00000

V 1

CCCCC A Public n = 40CCCCC
SO CCCCC EEEEE B Community n . 21

1

CCCCC
CCCCC `
CCCCC

EEEEE
EEEEE
EHEE

C Univ/Collegd, n = 186
Go . ccccc 00000 D School n . 17

I

CCCCC
CCCCC

CCCCC
CCCCC E Special n = 63

CCCCC CCCCC
40 CCCCC CCCCC

I

EEEEE CCCCC EEEEE CCCCC
CCCCC n
CCCCC

ese
138988

CCCCC
CCCCC

CCCCC
CCCCC EEEEE

EEEEE
00000

20 CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC

1

CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC

CCCCC
11

CCCCC

CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC 81386 80898 CCCCC

sena ccccc,
1-15 ,16-30 31-45 46-60 61-75 " 76-90 106-120 More Than
mins mins mins mins mine mins mins 2 hrs

'11., 1,

-

\
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TABLE E-15

ESTIMATED COST OF CATALOGIK,

GIP vs. NON-NP BOOKS

...

CIP BOOKS

BO
EEEEE
EEEEE
EEEEE
EEEEE
EEEEE
EEEEE

.

70 DDDDD EEEEE
DODDO EEEEE
DODDD EEEEE
DOWD EEEEE
DOODO EEBEE

GO DOWD EEEE
00000 DODD
00000 DODO EEEEE
CCCCC DDDDt EEEEE
CCCCC CCCCC EEEE

50 CCCCC CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC CCCCC 00000
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC

40 CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC EEAE
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC EEEEE

I
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC EEEEE

30
888686
eases

CCCCC
ccccc

CCCCC
CCCCC

EEEEE
DOODO

88866 CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC.- AAAAA CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC

I:
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC

20 mem ccccc ccccc
miens ccccc ccccc
88008 CCCCC CCCOC

1

CCCCC CCCCC
AAA.A CCCCC CCCCC

10 AAAAA CCCCC 88886
88888

AAAAA

$1 $2 $3 $4

FREQUENCY

EEE

so
EEE
EEE

S...
ODD EEE
000 EEE
DDO EEE
CCC 000

40 CCC DOD
CCC DDD
CCC CCC
CCC CCC

EEE CCC EEE CCC
30 EEE CCC EEE CCC

EEE CCC DO D CCC
DOD CCC 000 CCC
ODD 080 CCC CCC
000 086 CCC CCC

20 ODD 808 CCC CCC
DOD AAA CCC CCC
CCC AAA cec ccc
CCC AAA CCC CCC
CCC AAA cCC CCC

10 CCC AAA 808 AAA
AAA AAA 800 AAA
*Ai °AA AAA AAA

I

AAA AAA AAACAA AAA
A.ti WA AAA

/

1, i
l A Public n ... 53

B community n = 19

.4

C 'Univ/College n = 161

D School n = 29
E Special n = 61

,

r

.EEEEE EEEEE
EEEEE EEEEE
MOD EEEEE
CCCCC EEEEE

x ,.ccccc DOODD
CCCCC 00000
CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC c
CCCCC CCCCC, EEEEE EEEEE
CCCQC CCCCC 0E1000 CCCCC
ccccc ccccc EEEEE ccccc CCCCC EEEEECCCCC 88888 gcccc cccec ccccc ccccc EEEEE EEEEE ODDOOCCCCC CCCCC 88888 CCCCC 88886 CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC CCCCC 88885 CCCZC EEEEE CCCCCr

...

...

$

$5 SS $7 $S $S $10 $11 $12 $13 $11 $15 $20 $23 $30

N4,-CIP BOOKS

EEE

A Public n = 54 .

B Community 4 =-18
.G. Univ/College n = 145
D School n = 30
E Special n . 57

I'

EEE
DOD
CCC EEE
CCC EEE EEE
CCC EEE EEE
CCC EEE EEE EEE EEE
ccc ODD EEE 000 000
CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC EEECCC CCC CCC CCC EEE CCC EEE 000CCC CCC CCC ccc,

tcc
AAA
AAA
AAA

AAA CCC CCC CCC-
CC

888
CCC 886

AAA AAA AAA
AAA

CCC
888

CCC CCC CCC
CCC 888 CCC EEE

CCC
CCC

EEE CCC
CCC
CCC

688 A4/4 886 'CCC 081 CCC EEE CCC BBB EEE CCC CCC CCC EEE
Si $2 $3 $4 65 $6 S7 SS $9 $10 $12 %13 $14 $15 $iG $ill $20 $25 $30 $32 %35 $40

s.
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TABLE E

ESTIMATED TIME TO CATALOG

CIP vs. AON-CIP BOOKS

FltEOUENCY

I

EEEEE
EEEEE
EEEEE
EEEEE210
p0000
.opooe
00000

'IGO CCCCC .....

CCCCO '

.1

ceccc
=6;

150 ,. CCCCC
CCCCC'
CCCCC
CCCCe

)10 CCCCC

i
CCCCC 4EEEEE

v CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC EEEEE

'a CCCCC MEE
'CCCCC

'

00000
CCCCC 00000

1. 85866 CCCCC
GO 65688 CCCCC

I

CCCCC
AAAAA CCCCC

30
CCCCC'
CCCCC
CCCCC

1 ....."'

66866

FREOUENCY

I.
120

100

I .

.60

GO

14'

40

I

20

I

CJP BOOKS
.0

1

EEEEE
.CCCCC

CCCCC CCCCC

0 A PubliE n =

B Community n = 23 -oe

C Univ/College n = 196

D School n-4.37
E Special n = 79

A.

1-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 76-90 04-05 106-120 More Than
mins mins .mins mins mins mins mins 2 hrs

EEEEE
EEEEE
EEEEE
00000
00000
CCCCC
'eCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC

AAAAA

NON-CIP B9eK,

EEEEE
EEECC
EEEEE'
EEEEE
00000
00000
00000
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC
CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC EEEEE
CCCCC 00000
68088 EEEEE ccccc
mese EEEEE ° CCCCC

00000.. CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC ems

AAAA41 AAAAA

A Public n = 65
B Community n = 21 -

C Univ/College n = 179
D School 4 = 7

E Special n =

EECEE
CCCCC
CCCCC

P4..

4

EEEeE
CCCCC CCCCC
CCCCC CCCCC

1-15 16-30 31-45 46-60 61-75 76-90 91-105 106-120 More Iran
mins mins . mins mins mins mins mins min's 2 hrs

4 4 6
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The following general observations can be made about the

libraries responding to these questions;

With any type of_LC co including CIP, the-cataloging costsis

6etween $1.and $3 and e cataloging time is 15 minutes or leSs

for the majority of ibrarieS.

With no LC coPyr including CIP, the cost is between $2 and $5 Or

higher.and the timeis 16 to 30 minutes or longer for most libraries.

It appears to take approximately twice as long to catalog bboks

without LC dis CIP Copy.

Regardless of the actual cost of cataloging, the great majority of

each typeof library perceives that,CIP saves them money, in cataloging; as,

shown in Table E-16a.

Tab1e E-16a

Catalogin Users' Opinions as,to Whether
CIP :Sayes Money

Cpmmunity Weighted.

Univ/College' College Public Special. School . Total
n=442 .'0345

f

Yes /6% 80%
.....:,---

No 6 7

Not Sure. 18 la

0194 , n=192 n=119

83%

6

.11

.
.77%

7

16

,71%

12

M.

0569

9. What Benefits of CIP are Most Important.to Cataloging Useri?

In order to learn,w4gch benefit's, of the CIP prOgram'catalOgfng

. users perceive to be most impOrtant, libcaries,.wd.e asked to rate the

imp rtance of several potential benefits of usfng CIP, These benefits and

I,cata , oging userst opinions as to their importanee are presented in TOle
-

411,

68

Vt
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Table E-17

Cataloging User's Opinions as to the Importance
of Potential Benefits of CIP

kPotential Univ/ Community Weighted
13enefit College College Public Special School Total

n=436 n=44 . n=191 n=188 n=111 n=540
Elidithation or yI* 52% 57% 49% 49% 41% 44%

. sinipHfication of SI 27 18 25 22 23 23
psrecata.log NI 21 25 26 29 36 33
searching..,

n=440 n=46 n3-4.41,. n=188 n=114 n=550
'Increased use. Of VI 44% 46% 44% 38% 34% 37%
non-profes-tjonal ,SI 32 213 29 28 21 24
staff . 'NI 24 28 2.7 34 45 3941-

s .

.4=446 n=43 n=184 n=187 n=112 n=541
.,. Improvement in ,*-78% 72% 45% 57% 34% 42%
.., .speeor of avai 1 -. SI '' 15 9 19. 18 26 23 .

ability of V., NI Id' 19 36 26 40 35
catibigihg,

, "t 4.
, a=483 .. n=44 n=185 n=181 n=110 n=532

. . -

Al loOs reassign- VI. 2.9 ' ', 25%, 37% 29% 29% 30%
-'11Tnt.,,pf.staff ':. SI' 39 . '48 3,5 29 21 25
, tp Dtlibc:Ailties ,, NL 33 ' '27 . -28 41 50 45

, :.2

' .3%, .:.;:.:-1- -..,.

:` f tt. , )1 It 4 . : '.
, 11- -..!,::' , 'f,4=40 -n=46 -, ', n=191 n=189 n=119 n=567

"

Iiiipi-dverrik62,,i..n VI 56%' . 63% :' ' , 67% 6% 73% 70%
..1 ,. qu.al i ty. 1:1 'Ulla- c:' SI 38,. 24 28' 31 18 22

., :QNng- :K.' ,. Ng : 6' '. 13
:

8: 7 8 8
- .. ,, ....a -

.1 b 3 . ,
,' .

>.., ...

'''. '''-'
4 '

:!. ...
' % 6=440 n=46 n=123 ' n=189 . n=119 n=567. .

.. --. Increase:in stan- VI . 58k §,ok , 64% 57% 67% 65%
'.dirdi'zation of *SI 33' 3'3 31 30 27 28

, .' citations' : NI -8 17. t',' 13 -. 6 7 ,
,

-,,
, :-.'

1

0% 4..
.,

Continued '. >.i
. . ,

'4

'1* = Very, Impercant, 51 = Somewhat Important.,-NI =''Not'Important

.1
.:

.

7, '
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Ta E-17, continued

Potential Univ/
Benefit College

Community
, College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

n=4I9 n=44- n=193 n=180: n=115 n=546

Allows redirec- "VI 26%' 34% 39% 2'9% 43% 40%
ting of funds for SI 36 36 29 28 23 25
other Orposes NI 37 30 32 43 34 35.

n=444 n=46 n=198 n=194 'n=120 n=575
-Gets books to .VI 80% 83% 80% 75% 86% -83%
shelves faster SI 15 15 16 23 13 15

NI, 5 _ 2 4 2 1 2

The benefit of getting books to the shelves faster so that they

will be available to patrons is perceived to be very important by the great

majority (three-fourths or more) of each type of library. Improument in the

spked-of availability of V-cataloging is rated as very important by

approximately three-fourths of the university/college and community'college

libraries responding, while improvement in the quality of.cataloging is

perceived to be very important by approximatel) three-fourths of the school-

libraries responding. Community coll_ege, public, and special li6raries also

-percej-ve improvement in the.quality of cataloging to be very important with

over 60% of each type expressing this opinion.

A few of the lfbraries resporiding offered additional comments

which emphasized the importance of the benefit of increased efficiency and

uniformity in processing books.

10. -Has the Speed with which Full MARC Records are Available Changed
,Since the CIP Program Becjan?

Currently, catalog cards printed and distributed by the Library

of CongreSs, as well, as.ame of the cataloging aids distributed-by ccAmercial

venddrs, are produced from full MARC records. Because many libearies

-purchase-and depend on these cataloging services for permanent cataloging', it

67-14"Ntki.important for CIP records'to be'updated.to full MARC as quicklysp

posOble. This updating procedure is dependent upon the publisher fprwarding

a copy of the published'book,to the Library of Congress as soon as possible,

after publication.

er-
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In order to determine whether or.not the CIP program has resulted

in the faster availability of MARC records, libraries were asked to indicate

any changes.that they have noticed in the speed with which LC cards and full

MARC records id machine-readable form for CIP titles are available.

Findings are presented in Table E-18. '

Table E-18

Cataloging Users' Opinions as to the Speed With Which LC
Cards and Full MARC Records are Available for CIP Titles

Change in
Speed Since 1971

Univ/

College

Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

, n=433 n=39 n=168 : n=183 n=100 ii=493

LC Cards

Quicker 27% 44% 18% 26% 25% 25%

Slower 3 5 2 3 1

Mo Change 6 8 2 6 3 4

No Opportunity 64 44 78 66 72 71

to Observe ,

Full MARC n=412 n=34 n=160 n=159 n=82 n=420

I
34% 12% 9% 14% '47. 8%iQuicker

Slower
.

1 3 2

No Change 4 1 , 1 1

,

No Opportunity 61 85 82
..--4C1\

91

To Observe

,90

fiPproximately one-fourth df university/college, special, and

school libraries, and almost half of all commnity-college libraries

responding indicateethat the speed with which LC .card are vaila-ble

increased. With the exception of community college libraries, however, the .

majority of each type of library indicated that they have not.had an

opportunity to observe any change.
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As for the availability of full MARC records in

machine-readable form, approximately one-third of the university/college

libraries indicated that the speed has increased; but the majority of all

types of libraries indicated that they have not had an opportunity to observe,

any change.

11. What Potential Problems in Using CIP Data Are Most Important to
Cataloging Users?

00R-
In order to identify those problems in using CIP data that are

most important to uSers, libraries were asked to rate the importance of three

potential problems. The views of cataloging users are presented in Table

E-19.

Table E-19

Cataloging Users' Opinions,as to the Importance
of Potential Problems in Cataloging

CIP Titles

Potential

Problem
Univ/

College
Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

n=447 n=45 n=190 n.192 "n=116 n=558

Some cataloging NI* 21% 13% 13% 18% 12% 13%
elements are not SI 43 47 33 37 34 35
included in the NI 35 40 55 45 54 52
CIP data

n=447 n.44 n=191 n.193 n.117 n=562

CIP.record some- VI 19% 23% 20% 254 15% 18%
times differs'
from final cata--
loging record

SI.

NI

46

15

61

16 '

45

35

44 .

31

38

48
40 ,

41

n=445 n=45 n=192 n=193 n=119 n=569---

Publishers do
not always print

VI

SI

23%
38

33%,

42
23%
39

24%

36
ir 27%

43

26%
41

CIP data in the
correct format

NI 40 24 39 40 30 33

*VI = Very Important, SI = Somewhat Important, NI r:Not Important

0

.-"'.4;414
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Although none of these problems was rated as very iMportant by the majority of

libraries that use CIP for cataloging, the problem of greatest concern to

community college, public, and school libraries appears to be that publishers

do not always print CIP data in the correct format. University/college and

special libraries consideped the potential problem created by the CIP record

differing from the final cataloging record to be more important.

12. How do Cataloging, Users Feel About the Accuacy of CIP Cataloging?

Because CIP data is created by tlie Library of Congress based on

pre-publication information supplied by the publisher, it is subject to hange

as a bot/proceeds through the final stages of publication and the cataloging

process. Listed below are a few of the changes that might typically occur

during the publishing and cataloging process:

The title of the book might be changed by the publisher during the

final stages of publication;,

o A book might be misclassified by-LC because of incomplete or insuffi-
_

-,

cient information about the work; --,,

Authors might be incorrectly identified by LC due to insufficient

information from the publisher at the pre-publication stage, or

statements'of responSibility might be reworded by the publisher

during the.publishing process in such a way that the main entry is

affected;

Publishers might create errors in CIP data printed in the book by

making unauthorized changes in the data-, or through typographical
.

errors.
Mr

.. To determine whether these changes adversely 'affect the

usefulness of CIP, libraries were asked for their opinions of the accuracy of'

CIP cataloging. As shown in Table E-20, the majority (over 80%) of each type
...",

of library responding expressed the opinion that the accuracy of CrP

cataloging is satisfactory or very satisfactory. Most of the remaining

libraries were neutral on the issue with only a small percentage indicating

that the level of accuracy is unsatisfactory to them.

7,
-
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Table E-20

Cataloging Users' Opinions of the Accuracy of
CIP Cataloging

Aniv/
College

Community
College PubliC Special

Weighted
School Total

: n=450 n=45 n=195 n=190 n=120 n=572
Very Satisfactory 11% 16% 17% 18% , 29% 25%

Satisfactory 73 67 66 69 63 65
...--

Neutral 121 16 14 12 6 8

Unsatisfactory 4 2 2 1 , 2 2

Very Unsatisfactory
, \

2 -

Over 400 different libraries offered comments in response to this

question. In these comments, some libraries expressed an awareness and

understanding of the problems created by inaccuracies and discrepancies

between the CIP record and the final MARC record, while others noted areas

of special concern. The most frequently mentioned comments are summarized
below:

e'

Inaccuracies in CIP data are rare;

CIP data is sufficient for most cataloging tasks;

Although accuracy varies, our staff is trained to cope using
verification procedures;

There are,changes between C1P data and the final MARC record;

There is some misclassiffCation;

A

,LC classification numbers and subject headings do not always meet our
needs;

Main entry errors are especially troublesome.

a.

0."
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13. What Potential Improvements to-theeCIP Program Do Cataloging Users

Perceive as Most Important?

In Order to identify specific ways to improve the CIP program for

CIP users,libraries were asked to rate the importance of several potential

improveMents. The opinions of libraries that reported using CIP for

cataloging are presented in Table E-21.

Table E-21

Cataloging Users' Opinions as to the Importance of Potential
Improvements to the CIP Program

Potential Univ/ Community < Weighted

Improvemet College College Public Special School Total

n=438 n=46 n=190 n=188 n=115 n=553

Standardization VI* 33% 61% 45% 38% 43% 43%

of CIP data as SI 43 28 45 42 46 45

..jp.rjr_iatte'd in book NI 23 11 10 20 10 12

n=443 n=46 n=191 n=193 n=120 n=572

Completeness of VI 42% 43% 41% 40% 57% 52%

entry in book SI 42 48 49 49 38 41 -

NI 15 9 9 11 5 7

n=444 n=46 n=191 n=192 n=116 n=559

Increased ac- VI 75% 80% 66% 64% 66% 67%

curacy in CIP SI 24 17 30 32 , 30 1 30

data NI 1 2 4 4 3 3

n=442 n=46 n=188 n=190 n=112 n=544

Improvement in VI 64% 63% 41% 55% 50% 51%

speed of avail- SI 28 30 28 30 31 30

ability of com-' NI 7 7' 31 15 19 19

plete cataloWng

n=443 n=46 n=194 n=192 n=119 n=569

Availability of VI 30% 85% 81% 81% 79% 80%

CI? for more &I 18 13 18 17 20 19-

books NI' 2 2 1 2 1 1

*VI = Very ImPortant, SI = omewhat Important, NI = Not Important

JR.
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The overwhelming majority (79% to 85%) of all types of libraries viewed the

availability of CIP for more books as very important. Increased accuracy in

CIP data was also considered to be verY important by most libraries,

especially academic. The majority of academic libraries (over 63%) also

perceived improvement in the speed of availability of completed cataloging to

he very important. Other potential improvements in the CIP program such as

the standardization of CIP data as formatted in the book and the provision of

a more complete CIP entry in the book do not seer%to be as important to most

users.

14. What Bibliographic Elements Would Cataloging Users Like to See Added
to or Eliminated from CIP Data Printed in the Book?

The followitng bibliographic elements are not inclgded in the CIP
data printed in the book either because they are not known before the book is
actually published or because they are apt to undergo many changes during the
publication process: 1

Subtitle ylace and date of

Statement of Responsibtlity publication

PEdition statement agination and size

Publisher Price

In order to determine whether the usefulness af CIP would be enhanced
through the addition or elimingtion of specific bibliographic elements, surve;

res,Ufldents were asked if there are elements that should be added to or

iminated from the CIP data printed in the book. The responses of libraries

that reported using CIR for cataloging are presented in Tables E-22 and E-23.

Table E-22

Cataloging Users' Opinions as to Whether Additional Bibliographic
Elements Should be Included in the CIP Data Printed in the Book

Univ/
College

Community
College Public . Special School

Weighted
Total

n=410 n=43 n=178 n=173 n=103 n=502

Yes

No

20%

80

26%

74

16%

84

20%

80

14%

86

15%

85
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A relatively small percentage of all types of libraries

(one-fifth or less for all types eXcept community college) indicated that

addittonal bibliographic elements should be included in the CIP data printed

jn the book. The largest percentage was community college with a little over

one-fourth {26%) responding thit additional elements should be included. When

asked to list specific elements that should be added, many libraries indicated

that the CIP data printed in the book should be as complete as possible. The

most frequently mentioned elements for inclusion were:

Edition statement

price

Collation (i.e., pagination and size)

Complete imprint information (i.e., publisher, place.

and date of publication)

Subtitle

Statement of responsibility.

Other elements mentioned less frequently were:

Series infO'Fmation*.

Alternate classification numbers*

Authgr's dates*

Notes*

National Library,of Medicine (NLM) subject he:adings and
claSsification numbers for medical titles*

Uniform titles for books about music*

Subject headings for fiction,**

,

While most libraries felt that no additional elements needed.to

be included ih the CIP data printed in the book, an overwhelming.majority

indicated that no elements should be eliminated eith'er% As shoWn in/Tabie E-23:

99% of all libraries txpressed the opinton ihat no elements should be dropped.

* Already included in CIP dat .

** Assigning subject headings for fiction would require a change in LC
cataloging policy.
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Orthe small percentage of libraries that listed specific elements that could

be eliminated, bibliography and index notes were mentioned most often. It is'

probable that thesefelements were mentioned most frequently, however, because

a previous question in the survey asked specifically about these notes.

Table E-23

Cataloging Users' Opinions as to Whether Bibliographic
Elements Should be Eliminated from the CIP

Data Printed in the Book lir

Univ/ Community Weighted
College College Public Speciql School Total
n=433 n=43 n=180 n=180 n=108 n=523

,

Yes 6%C."' 2% 6% 3% 1%
,

No 94 98 94 97 100 99
A

Since bibliography and index notes are apt to change frequently
,

g the'public.ation process, libraries were asked for tfieir views as to
,

'whether these notes should be retained in the CIP data printed in the book.

As shown in Table E-24, over half of all types of libraries except public

expressed the feeling that they should be retained. A little under half (45%)

orthe public libraries responding felt that they should be kept.
N

Table E-24

Cataloging Users Opinions as to Whether Bibliography and
Index Notes Should be Dropped from the

CIP Data Printed in the Book

Univ/
College

Community'
College , Public Special School

Weighted
Tod)

n=433 n=44 n=177 n=183 rN105 n=5I3
'

Drop Them 39% 48% 55% 42% 37% 41%
A

Keep Them 61 .52 45 58 63 59

/0

,
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.4
/ In addition to asking libraries specifically about the retention

or elimination of_bibliography and index notes, libraries were also asked how

dates in the cutter number shouy be expressed. Dates in the cutter number

are apt to undergo change to reflect the actual date of publication rather
i

than the projected date of publication. Since there are frequent changes in

dates, especially for titles due to be published towards the end of a calendar

year, libcaries were'asked whether they would prefer that the word "date" be

substituted for the actual pate (e.gt, ND31.884 date, instead of N031.B84

1980). Responses are presen'ted in Table E-25.
,

4

Table E-25

Cataloging Users Preferences as to Whether the Word
"Date" Should be Substituted for the Actual Date

'in the CIP Record .-
Univ/

College
ommunity
Ulle'ge Public

. .

Special School

Weighted
Total

n=416 n=41 n=140 n=178 n=83 n=426

CIP in Book Yes 63% 56% 49% 54% 41% 46%

No 38 44 51 46 59 54

n=327. n=30 n=79 n=116 n=55' n=281

CIP on MARC Yes 57% 50% 47% 49% 33% 39%
Tape

No 43 N50 53 . 51 68 61

Over half of all University/colrege, community college, and

vecial libraries responding expressed a preference for the word "date" rather

than the actual date in CIP data printed in the book; and a little under half

of the public and school libraries responding indicated a preference for the

word "date" over the actual date.

For CIP data distributed on MARC tape, from one-third (33% for

school libraries) to a little over half (57% for university/college) of the

libraries responding expressed a preference-for the word "date" instead of the

........ ,

*4

1

,

-->

.N .
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,adtual date. It appears frod these results that substitution of the word

"date" is preferred primarily by'acadOkic lib'raries, but that results are less

conclusive fos other types of libraries.

15. What Types of Materials Not Covered by the CIP Program Would Cataloging
Users Like to See Included?

.In order to determine whether the usefulness of the CIP program .

for cataloging would be increased by expanding the scope, libraries were asked

if there are types of materials not covered by the program which they would

like to see included. The responses of libraries that reported using CIP for

cataloging are presented in Table E-26.

Table E-26

Cataloging Users' Opinions as to Whether Additional
Materials Should be Included in

the CIP Program

Univ/

College
Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

n=408 n=40 n=169 n=165 n=105 _n=501
N

Yes 43% 53% 27% 45% 23% 28%

No 57 48 73 55 77 ,72

A little over half (53%) of.all community college libraries and a

little under half of all universitx/college and special libraries, responding

indicated that they would like to see additional types of materials,included .

in the program. The majority of public and school libraries responding, on

the other hand, indicated that there are no additional types of materials that

they would like to see included. The type of material mentioned most

frequently by each type of library was'audio-visual matertals (especially

sound recordings). Government documents (particularly federal) were.mentioned

next moist frequently by all types of libraries except schbol. ,Table E-27

_lists ti.jese and other types of materials that were mentioned five or more

times by cataloging users.



Table E-27

-Types of Materials Suggested_by Cata1-oging'4(
Users forInclusion in the CIP Program

. (n=591)

-

.(Numbers in parentheses refer to frequency of mention)

Audio-visua materials (211)
includes so r rdings (85)
a d 'sual rec rdings (22)
ernment Document's (145)

includes federal documents (46)
and state documents (27)

Music scores (32)

Serials and annuals (28)
Microforms (16)
All types of naterials not

currently included (15)
Foreign trade publications (14)
Publications of institutes and

associations (14)
Paperback books (13)
Foreign language books (12)
Small press publications (11)
University publications (10)
Maps (7)

Conference proceedings (6)
'Technical reports (5)
Religious publications (5)

.Itbshould be noted that the CIP program currently includes many

of the materials listed above, but that coverage may not be as comprehensive

as some libraries would like.

16. What Publishers Do Catalving'Users Feel Should be Encouraged to
Participate, or to Participate More Fully, in t0 CIP Program?,

Of the 1,028 libraries that reported usingoCIP for one or more

cataloging uses, approximately half suggested specific tyPes of publishers.'

that should _be encouraged to participate, or to participate more fully, in the

program. Types of publishers mentioned five or more times are listed in 'Coble it

E-28. It should be noted that many of-the different types of publithers

mentioned by respondents alreaa'y participate in the progr,am. The list is

I

4
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dip

useful,'Nwever, for identifying the types of publishers k respondents,

would'like to see participate moe fully.

Table E-28

Types of Publishers Suisested by
Cataloging Users for Participation

jn the C.IP Program

(n=543) t

Nimbers in parentheses refer to frequency of mentiony

All publishers (152)
Small*presses (47)

University presses (45)
Audio-vtsual publishers (42)
, includes mUsicpublishers (12)
and record companies (7)

Publishers of Overnment
documents (48) , 4

.Foreign publishers (26)
,Religious publishers (23)

publ.ishers (17)

Paperback publishers (13)
Institutes and associations (31)
Publishers of educationgl

materials (11).
Scientific publishers (10)
Publishers of juvenile
materials (7)

Publishers of law Materials (7)
Publishers of fo,reign language
materials (5)

Foreign publishers th

U.S. imprints (5)
Museums and art galleries (5)
Reprint publishers (5) ;

17. What is the Overall Opinion of Catalo§ing UsErs Towards the CIP Program?

In order to assess cAaVoging uSers overail level of,*sanifaction

with the CIP program, respondents were asked.to e ress their opinion of

,
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th
T

program on a scale Of very favorable to very unfavprable. As shown in

Jab e E729, the great m&jority (approximately 95%) of all tYpes of libraries .

-that repofted using CIP far cataloging expressed a favorable or very favorable

opinion of the program.

Table E-29

' Cataloging Users' Overall Opinion of

- the CIP Program

Univ/V
College

Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
, Total

n=449 n=46 . n=197 n=192 n=122 n=580

Very Favorable 42% 54% 50% 46% 50% 49%.
.

Favorable 54 ' 45 48 44 46-
,

Neutral 4

,41

2 5. 5 6 5

Unfavorable 2 1

Verynfavorable

4

Approximately 400 libraries offered comments that emphasize the

importance of the program to them or clOcribe why they find die program

useful. Over half of these libraries noted that they have a favorable or very

favorable opinipn of the program because it speeds up cataloging and makes

boil(s available to patrons faster. Other frequently- mentioned benefits of the

program include the avail.ability of wire uniform and standardized cataloging

and the availability of inore professional .catalogers' tiro/ through the use of

paraprofessional's or clerical staff to catalog CIP V4tles.
if

'One university library system explained its very favorable

,o.ajalarel of the CIP program by offering the following comment:

"The [CIP] project has pinpointed high priority items which are
heavily purch-aseeby U.S. libraries. Libraries have been able t'
mihimize the labor costs invdlved in processing a large percen ge of
their [acquisitions] snce the project provides nearly, or rather
rapidly, completed cataloging.0

-.4
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bther comments reiterate-the usefulness of the ptogrdm. Calnents such dS the

ones summarized below were mentioned infrequentry ..but yet provide agditional

insight il/o the benefits of using'CIP:

*1 It is useful-to have CIPOCLC for editing.;

o The amount of original cataloging would increase without CIP;

CIP enables us to stay abredst_of new dr eh,oged LC subject
s

headings;

We are able to catalog urgentiy needed materials immediately,
from CIP.

1

.2

)
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F. USAGE OF CIP DATA FOR PUBLIC SERVICES

1. How is CIP Data Used in Public Services?

In the(public'se'rvides section-of the survey, libraries were

'aske8 to indicate whetherDr -reit, they use CIP data for each of the following

public services uses:

Circulation or interlibrary loan

Compilation of bibliographtes

For circulation, a library might refer to CIP data printed in

the book in order to obtain the correct form of the main entry.for use in

searching'circulation files. For'interlibrary loan, a library might refer to

the CIP data in a book to verify that the correct book is being sent in response

to an interlibrary loan request. In the compilation of bibliographies, a library

or researcher might refer to CIP data found in tbe book or through another source

for the bibliographic information needed to prepare citations in the bibliography.

Table4=,L shows the di'stribution of users of C1P data by type of

library and type of public services use.
C

Table F-

Usage of CIP Dat-a in'P blic Services

Pub 11 c

Services Use
Univ/

College
Community
Co.11ege Public Special Sch

Weiciht

al

Circulation
or

'Interlibrary
Loan

Conaation
of .

Bib1io4raphies,

n=459 n=49 n=232 9=201 n=150 n=675

15% 1'16% 15% 15% 15% 15%

n=457 n=49 n=236 n=197 n=149 n=672

9% 8% 770,4 9% 19.% 16%

1

sr"

#
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Only about 15% of all types of libraries reported using CIP for
,

circulation or inteirlibrary loan, and only about.10%, with the exception of

school libraries (19%), reported using it in the compilation of

bibliographies. These fiodings are not surprising considering the fact that

CIP cataloging has not been promoted as a reference aid.

Cowents offered by lidlaries regarding CIP usage in public

services indicale that, while most.libraries appreciate the end result of the

CIP program (i.e., the faster availability of books to patrons), mirly are not

aware of how CIP can be used directly in a public service acttvity. A few

libraries, on the other hand, reported some innovative uses of CIP in public
,

services. These included cOnsulting CIP data in the book to identifY relevant

subject headings for use in locatiog other books.on the same subject 'and

consulting CIP data to verify the'form of an author's name. When asked

whether or liot patrons seem tcl be aWare of CIP data in books, the majority.
(89%) of libraries responded that patrons do not seem to be aware of or use

CIP data.

2., Would it be Acceptable to Public Services Users if CIP Data Were
Distrjbuted Only in Machine-Readable Form?

The overwhelming majority (95%) of public services users of CIP

data felt that it would not be acceptable if CIP data were distributed only on

MARC'tape. As shown in Table F-2, school libraries indicated the greatest

need for C,IP ih the' book, wtth 98%cresponding that CIP is needed in bOth the

book and on tape: Academic libraries are more likely than other types of

libraries to find it acceptable for CIP to be distributed only in machine
-,,

form, although the great majority of community college (78%) and

university/college libraries (80%) reported that it.is n'ecessary to distribute

CIP in the book and on tape. Reasons cited by public services users for
..

needing CIP in the book were the same as those given by acgu itions and

cataloging users-7lack of access to CIP in machine-reada le form and

convenience.
s

,

s
7

4
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Table F-2

Public Services Users' Opinions as to the Acceptability of
Distributing CIP Data Only on NARC Tape

Yes, it would be

acceptable for CIP
to be distributed
only on MARC tape.

No, it would not
be acceptable for
CIP to be distri
buted only on MARC
tape.

Univ/
Colle e

Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

n=119 n=9 n=42 n=38 n=41 ' n=172

20%

\

80

22%

...

78

10%

90 -

8%

92

2%

,

98

5%

95

43. What Benefits of CIR are Most Important to Public Service Respondents?

In an effort to identify the major benefits of the CIP program

kfc'y public sergices, survey respondents were asked to assess the importance of

several potential benefits and were given the opportunity to suggest

additional ones which-had not, been offered as choices.

The opinions of libraries that reported using CIP in public

services are presened 'in Table F-3.

\
lo
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Table F-3

. Opinions of Librariqs./that: Use CIP in Public
Services on the Importance

of Potential Benefits

(Weighted)

Potential

Benefit
Very

Important
Somewhat
Important

Not
Important

Number of
Responses

Advance notice
of title 16% 40% 44% 162

Increased Effi-
ciency in inter-
library loan 14 , 17 69 162

Better quality
of bibliographic
citations

-

38 40 23 165

Findings indicate that the most important of these benefits fo'r

existing uSers of CIP tn public services is the availability of quality

bibliographic citations. Thirty-eight percent of all libraries Perceived this

benefit fo be very important and 40% rated it as somewhat finportant. The

benefit of-advance notice of title was rated as ver finportant or somewhat /

important by a slight majority of libraries.r The great majority did not

consider efficiency in interlibrary-loan to be important. Other benefits that

some respondents noted as being important include:

Increased speed in processing books and making them
available to patrpns;

Accurate determination of main entry,;

Source'of immediate cataloging for reserve or high-demand
titles;

Use of subject headings in reference and book selection.

40.
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The opinions of those libraries that do not currently use CIP in

public services are presented in Table F-3a. Although the majority of

respondents'indicated that the potential benefits of CIP listed in the

elsNestionnaire were not important to them, approximately one-third of the

respondents rated the availability of quality bibliographic citations as very--

important or soll%what important.

Table f-3a

Opinions of Librahes That Do Not Use CIP
in Pubeic Services on the Iipportance

of Potential Benefits

(Weighted)

Pottential
Benefits

Very
Important

Somewhat
Important

Not
- Important

4pmber of
Rsponses

Advance notice ..

of title *
6% 22% 72% 433

Increased effi-
ciency in inter-
library;pan 2 9 89 430

-

Better quality of
bibliographic

citations 10, 26, 63 433

4. Have Public Service Respondents Noticed Any Increase in the Speed With
Which New,CIP Titles are Available to the Public Over New Non-CIP iitles?

To help iR assessing the impact of fhe CIP program on the speed'

with which new books'are available to patrons, public service respondents were

asked for their opinions as to whether CIP titles are available faster than,

non-CIP ones. Their responses are presented in fable F-4.

.1 "
,

.

44/
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Table F-4

Public service Respondents' Opinions as to Whether
New CIP Titles are Available to the Public

Faster than Non-CIP Ones

Univ/College
Community
College Public Special School

n=448 n=46 n=226 n=195 n=146

Yes 43% 65% 52% 45% 45%

No 14 7 12 19 12

No ,Opportunity

to Observe 44 28 36 36 43

4.

ThR majority of community collegeand public libraries responded that new CIP

- titles are available to the public faster than non-CIP ones. Over 42% of the

university/college, special, and school library Tespondents also,..expressed this

opinion.

5. How Important is the Inclusion of Summaries in CIP Data for Children's
Books?

The Library of Congress currently prepare's summaries for

children's books to aid librarians'as well as young readers in selecting books

of interest. Summaries arj included in the CIP data supplied to publishers,

but they,are not always included by the publisher in the CIP data prjnted in

tfte book.

In order to determine how important it is for publishers to

intlude these summaries, survey respondents were asked to rate the importance ,

of suthmaries. They merg o'asked to indicate how summaries are used in

their libraries.
/

As shownin Table F-5, the.majority (65%) of the libraries that

. regularly acquire childrees books view the Summaries as important. School

libraries, especially, consider the summaries to be valuable, with 73% ratihg

/ them as important and 22% as somewha't important. -;
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Table F-5

Opinions as to the ImportanCe of Summaries

in Children's Books

Univ/
College

Community
College

.

.

Public Sthdol Special

Wei9lited

Total
n=13 n=2 n=7B n=360 n=15 n=469

Important U% 50%, 42% 73% 38% 65%

Somewhat Important 42 33 32 22 33 25

Notimportant 20 - 15 3' 23. \ 6'

No Opinion 12 17 11 2 5 4

As shown in Table F-6, the m'ajority grlibr:aties.that regularly

acquire children's books reported using summaries primarily for book selection

and for reader assistance. Usage of summaries by school librapies'is well

established, with 78% of the school library respondents indicating that the

summaries are used for reader assistance and 67% repOrting that they are used

.for book selection.

Table F-6

,Usage of Summaries in Children's Books

Univ/ Community Weighted
Use College College Public School Special Total

n=14 n=1 n=80 n=347 n=15 n=467

../
.

; Book Selection

_

Compilation 6f
Bibliogr,aphies

Reader Assistance

20% 411%

,

43% 6,7% 38%
.

61%
,

n=14 n=1 n=80 1=345 n=15 n=464

1.) 40
.

n=r

17

\-71=80

37

n=278

26

.

n=15

32

n=464n=14

63 . 80 57 78 . 59 74

4
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ResRondents commented that they find the summaries especially

useful in helping teachers to become familiar with new books, in preparing

book .talks, in.cataloging new books, and in obtaining information about the

content of a book.

6. What Types of Materials Not Covered by the CIP Program Would Public
Service Users Like'to See Included?

When asked if additional types of materials should be )ncluded

in the CIP program, only 8% of those libraries that use CIP in public.'

services re4onded Yes. As shown in Table F-7, slightly more (12%) of the

libraries that do not use.CIP in public services felt that the inclusion of

additional tTs of materills would increase the usefulness'of the program for

"public serv'ices.

Table F-7

Respondents' bpinions as to Whether or Not
Additional Types of Materials Should

be Included in the CIP Program

(Weighted)

Libraries that use Libraries that do not
CIP in public services use CIP in public services

n=159 n=436

Yes 8% 12%

No , 92 '88

.,

Listed in Table F-'8 are the type's of Qterials suggested fixe or .

more times by libraries that would ltke to see the scopet Of the program

,expanded,. As in the acquisitions and cataloging-sections of the

questionnaire, audio-visual materials and government documents were.mentioned

most frequently.
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Table F7g
0

Types of Materials suggested by Public,
Service Users for Inlusion in

the CIP _Program
(n=.80)

(Numbers in parentheses refe frekluency of-mention)

Audia-vitual materials (23)
includes sound recordings and
visual recordings

Governmentadocuments (20) ,

includet federal and state )
documents'

Serials and annuals CO
Pub.licattons of institutes and

associations (45)

As nated in the acquisitions and cataloging sections of this

report, the CIP program currently Includes some of the materials listed above,-

but toverage is not 4.5 comprehensive as some libraries 'Would like.

7. ,yWhat Publishersl)o Public Service.Users Feel Should be Encouraed to

Participate, -or to Participate More Fully, in the CIP Program?

'Of the almost 300 libraries that reported using CIP for one or

more public servi:ce uses, approximately half suggested publishers that should

be encouraged to participate, or tO participate more fully,'in the

program. The different types afpublishers,that were suggested five or more

times are Ifsted in Tabte F-9.

/.,

44

1,
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Table F-9

.Types of Publishers Suggested by Public
Service Users for Participation

in the CIP Program
(n=87) ,

(Numbers in parentheses refer to.freguency of mention)

, All publishers (39)
' University presses (9)
Small presses (6)
Publishers of government
'documents (5) /

Foreign publishers (5)
)
7

,-

It should be noted that many of the different'types of publishers

mentioned by responClents already participate in the program. The list is,

useful, however, for identifying the different types of pubtishers that

respondents would like tu see participate more fully.

. 6oes CIP Save Libraries Money in the Area of Public Services?" .

Presented in Table F-10 are libraries' opinions as to whether the

CIP program saves money.;in public services.

Table F-10

Opinions of Libraries that USe CIP in Public
Services as to Whether the CIP

Program Saves Them Money

g

Univ/ Community Weighted

College College -Public Special School Total

n=117 n=6 n=45 , n=35 41=41 n=171

Yes 28% 33% 38% 46% 49% '46%

No 20 33 15 23 15 16

Not Sure 52 33 47 31 37

,
e,

0
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Almost half of the special (46i) and school (49% Ji.hParies that

reported using CIP in public services indicated that CIP Saves them money, /

while approximately half of the university/tollege (52%) and pblic (47%)

libraries were not sure whether CIP results-ip cost-savings. bverall, 46% of

all types of Noraries perceived that CIP sa/es them money and 38% were not

,

sure. Only 16% of those,that use C1P in public services that CIP

does not save themmoney.

9. What is the Overall Opfnion of Public Servfte RespondentS Towards the
CIP Program?

As shown in Ta6le F-11, the majority (90% of e libraries that

use CIP in public services) have a f6/orable or very favor ble opinion of the

program.

fAle F-11

-Opinion of the CIP Program
Expressed by Respondeqs that Use'

.

CIP in Public Services

Univ/
Coll.eie

Communtty
College . Public ' Special Slchool

Weighted
Total

n=-120 n=7 4 n=46 n=35 .n=41 *172
, ,

-Very Favorable 44% 43% 39% 51% 51% 50%

-Favorable 48 57 48 37
,.

39 '40

Neutral 8 _ \ 13 11 10 10

Unfavorable - r -
.

r

4

Very Unfavorable / -

Table F-12 presents the opinions orthose libraries that do not

currently use LIP in 'Llblic'services.

f)i
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Table F-I2

Opinions of the UP Program
, Exprgssed by Respondents that Do Not

Use CIP in Public Services

Very Favorable

Favorable

Neutral ,

,

UnfavorabW 1

Very, Unfavorable 1

Univ/
College

Community
College Public Special School

Weighted
Total

n=314 n=38 . n=164 . n=148 n=96 n=457

20% 42%. 32%. 32% 33% 33%

45
/ ; 42 49 38 50 48'

34 16 4 18 30 17 19

.. 1
.1

It appears that while only a small pertentage of libraries 'use

CIP directly in public services, most libraries are aware of and appreciate

the obvious public service benefits of having books catalogedand av.ailable to

'patrons faster. For this reason, the great majority of all librarieS (over

80%)$, regardless of whether or not they us7 CIP inepublic services, have a

favorable or very'favorable opinion of the program.
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G. USAGE OF CIP DATA BY'LARGE LIBRARIES

In addition to the random sample' of librarie surveyed for

this study, questionnaires were also sent to a Separate group of large

A' libraries. This group cOnsiste'd of the largest public and school llbraries

in the U.S., as well as librdries that are members of,the Association of 4

Research Libraries (AL). The purpose of surveying this group separately

was to gain additional insight into the nature and extent of use of CIP

data by libraries with large collections.
. .

Findings are reported below for Research Libraries (ARL

members), Large Public Libraries, and Large School Library Systems.

RAeirch Ltbraries

: All of the 93 ARL libraries -responding to the suruy

reported that they use CIP data. The great majority (92%) of these

libraries reported collections of more than 500,000 volumes and over half

(51%) reported yearly acquisitions of more than 25,000 U.S. monographs.

Acquisitions

fi

The great majority of ARL respondents reported. using CIP

in acquisitions for pre-order searching (84%) and for the identification

and checking of gifts and automatic receipts (74%). Approximately two-

thirds (62%) indicated that they use CIP in the creation of the order fo m,

and 45% reported usirT it in book selection.

A majority of respondents reported that they:
(

occa5ionally order U.S. monographs prior to publication (84%);

routinely,acquire federal; state, and local documents; serials

ant 4:4eriodicals; microforms;' and sound recordings and other AV

merials;
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$ vicoWd nOt find it acceptableefor CIP ddta to be distrib:Cted only

on MARC tpe for acquisitions purposes (58%);

,

.

....

A
thinklittle inclusion of an approximate price (88%) and approximatd

pagination (64%) in the CIP MARC record would enhance its
\ .e

t A

usefulness as,a s'election/order tool;
f Me.! ., 10-

6 feel that the CIP program Saves them monerin acquisitions (70%);

-t
s hacte a favorable (55%) or very favorable (33%) opinion of the

CIP progrk for acquisitions.

Caialoging
,

s.,

Ille great majority of ARLIPespondents indicated that they

use CIP data as the basis for permanenl, cataloging,(92%). Approximateq

three-fourths (73%) of the respOndents reported that they use i in

,precatalog searching. Only 15% reported using C1P for temporary cataloging.

All respondents felt that CIP makes cataloging easier.

A majority of respondents reported that they:
..

.

s ,

would find it acceptable for CIP data to be distributed only,on

MARC take for' cataloging purposes,(61%), because they have access,

to CIP data through a bibliographic utility or an in-house online .
,

system;

*

use paraprofessionals in thb cataloging of CIP titles (84%) in
,

addition to professional (42%) and clerical (24%) staff;

complete the Waloging in-house if CIR data dlone is available

for a book when it arrives in the-library (77%);

haye made changes in their cataloging procedures as a result of

the CIP program (54%), primYrily through the.increased use of

pal-aprofessionals for cataloging CIP titles;

,

4

)
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is ,

rate the following benefits of using CIP as being very important:

the faster availability of b6oks on the.sheives (85%), the increased

use 'of non-professlonal staff (80%), and the elimination or simpli-

fication of precatalog searching (57%); '

e

have had no opportunity to.observe any differences in the speed

with which CIP records Ire updated to full MARC in the form of

LC cards (75?3;

rate as very important the potential problem in using CIP data

that the CIP record sometimes differs from the-final cataloging

,irecord (57%);

,

-

. f '

think the accuracy of CIP is satisfactory (67%) or very satis-
,

factdry (8%);

rate as very important the following potential improvements in
. _

the CIP program: the availability of CIP for more'books (82%),
s

increased acCuacy (79%), and improvement in the speed of

availability of complete cataloging ('72W .

,

,

C.

-

think nb additional bibliographic elements need to be included

in the CIP record (80%), but no bibliographic el'emeilts should
; . /

be eliminated either (94%);

r -,

think that bibliography and index notes should be retained in
. . . J

th'e CIP record (64%); '

would like to see the word "date" substituted for the actual

date in the cutter number in CIP dat a. printed in the book (67%)

and on tape (62%);

think that additional types d materials should betcluded in

the CIP program (59%), namely sound recordings and etfier AV

materials; federal ,documents; and musical scOres;



would like to see all publishers participate in the CIP program

and increased participation by university presses;

'18 feel that the CIP program sayes them money in cataloging 485%);

have a fayorable (60%) or'very favorable (39%) opinion of the

program

Public Services

The great majority of ARL respondents indicated that they
.;

do not use CIP in public services for circulation or interlibrary loan

(88%) or in the compiling of bibliographies (90%). kmajority of respondents

.also reported that they:

IA

4ZUld.not find it acceptable for CIP data to be distributed only

ANi,MARC tape for public services (52%);

do not think that patrons are aware ofor use CIP"dap (78%);

have not had an opportunity to observe any change in the speed

with which CIP titles are Oailable to the public over non:CIP

ones (57%);

-

are not sure if CIP-saves them money in public services (60%);

have a favorSble (52%) or very favorable (21%) opinion of the

CIP program because it enables the library to make materials

available to patrons faster.
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large Public Libraries

All of the 30 large public libraries responding to the survey

reported that theY'use C1P data. A majority Of the respondents reported

collections of over 500,000 volumes with,yearly acquisitions of over

5,000 U.S. monographs.

Acquisitions

Half (50%) of the large public libraries responding to the

survey reported thatsthey use cIp jn acquisitions for book selection,

46% indicated that they use it in pre-order searching, 32% in the identi-,_
fication and checking of gifts and automatic receists, and 43% in the

creation of the order form.

A majority of respondents reported that they:

usually order U.S. monographs prior to publication (52%);

routinely acquire mass market paperback reprints, originals, and

non-fiction; federal, state, and local documents; serials and

periodicals; microforms; an0 sound recordings, films, anii other

AV materials;

would not find.it acceptable 'for CIP data to be distributed only ,

on MARC'tape (81%), because they do not have direct access, to

CIP data in macbine-readab)e form for acquisitions;.

do not think the inOusion,of an.approximate price (61%) and

approximate pagination (93%) in the CIP MARC record would enhance

its usefulness as a selection/order tool;

have a'favorab3e (56%) or very favorable (30%) opinion of the

CIP program because the availability of CIP data enables the

library to process and catalog books more quickly.

1 01
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Cataloging

The great majority of large public libraries responding to

the survey r% eported that they use CIP data as the basis for permanent

cataloging (89%). 'Over half (61%) reported that they use it in precatalog

searching. Only 14% ihdicated,that CIP is used for temporary cataloging,

,An overwhelming majority (93%) felt that CIP makes cataloging easier.

A majority of respondents reported that they:

.o: wauld not find it acceptable for CIP data to be.distributed only

on MARC tape (57%), because they do not have direct access to

.CIP data in machine-readable form;

use primarily professionals in the cataloging of CIP titles

(86%), 'although almost half of the respohdents also reported

using paraprofessionals (46%) and clerical staff..(46%);

complete the cataloging in-house if CIP'data alone is ayailable

for a book when it arrives in the library (96%);

I.

have made changes in their cataloqing procedures as a result of

the CIP program (68.%), _such as the increased use of paraprofes7

sionals and increased speed and efficiency in cataloging;

rate the following benefits of using CIP as being very important:

the faster availability o.0 books on the shelyes (93%), increased

speed of availability of LC cataloging (86%), increased use of

paraprofessionals (5770), and increased standardization of citations

have had no opportunf-6 to observe any differenCies in the, sWed

witn which,CIP.records are updated to full MARC (89%);

rate as very important the potential problem in using CIP data

that the CIP record sometimes differs from the final cataloging

record (54%);

102
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. '.$ think the accuracy of CIP is satisfactory (68%)'or very satisfac-

tory (7%);

.k rate as very important the following potential improvegents in

the CIP program: increased accuracy (86%), the availability of

CIP for more books (82%), and improvement in the speed of

availability of complete cataloging (68%);

:

. think no additionl pibliographic elements need to be included

in the OP data printed in the book, but no bibliographic elements

should be eliminated either .(96%);

..,

think that bibliogfaphy and i-ndex notes shOuld be retained in

the CIP data printed in the book (56%);
,

%.

would prefer to have the actual date i-ather than the word "date"

in the cutter number in CIP data printed in the book and on

tape (74%);

--

think that additional types of materials should be included in

the CIP program (68%), namely government documents, sound record-

ings, and foreigp-language materials;

feel that the CIP program saves' them money in cataloging (86%);

have A favorable (46%) or very favorab)e (46%) opinion of the

CIP 'program for cataloging. %

I

Public Services

The great majority of large public libraries responding to

the survey indicated that thej, do not use CIP,in public services for

circulation or interlibrary loan (82%) or in the compiling of bibliographies

(96%). A majority of respondents also reported that they:

s

,
1. 0 3 .
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Would not find it acceptablWar CIP data to be distributed only

on MARC tape for public services,(73%);

.do not think that patrons are aware of or use CIP,data (86%);

1.?aveknot had an opportunity to observe any change in the speed

with which CIP titles are available to tfre public over non-CIP

ones (52%);
/

k
.,

have a favorae (58%)/or very favorable (25%)' opinion of the

CIP program, because tt enables the library to make materials

available to patrons faster.

/

Large S h 1 Library Systems

;')"

1

,

The great majority (94%) of the 36 large school libi-arY

systems responding to the surveysindicated that they use CIP data.

Approximately,half (47%) reported collections of over 500,000 volumes.

A little less than one-fourth of-respondents (2,4%) reported yearl"

acquisitions of more than 25,000 volumes, with the remainder acquiring

,either less than 1,000 U.S. manographs yearly,or between 5,001 and

25,000.

, $

Acquisitions

'.

..
,

'0

. Over a third (39%) of the large sthool library systems

responding to the survey reported that they use CIP in acquisttions for

book selection, 26% indicated thkt they use it in the creation of the

order form, and 23% in pre-Order searching and in the identification or

chetking of gifts, and automatic receipts.
.

A majority of respondents re'ported that they:

,

.,

select their own books rather than ordering from a pre-selected

list (88%); .

..
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o routinety acquire mass market paperback reprints, originals, and

non-fictiosi; federal and state documents; serials and periodicals;

microforMs; and sound recordings, films, and other AV materials;

o would not find it acceptable for CIP data to be distributed only

on MARC tape (100%), because they do not have direct access to

CIP data in.maehine-readable form for acquisitions;

o think the inclusion of an approximate price in the CIP record

would enhance its usefulness as a selection/order tool (57%);

o have a favorable (37%) or very favorable (57%) opinion of the.

CIP program because the availability of CIP data saves time

in processing bqqks.

_

' Cataloging
4 c

The great majority of large school library systems responding

to tfie survey reported that they use CIP data as the basis for.pecmanent

cataloging (93%). Over half (55%) reported that they use it in precatalog

searching, and 21% reported using it for temporary cataloging. All respon-

.dents felt that CIP makes cataloging easier.

A majority of respondents reOrted that they:

1

would not find it acceptable for CIP data to be distributed only

on MARC tape (97%); because they do not have direct access to

CIP data in machine-readable form;

o use mostly professionals in the cataloging of CIP titles (97%),

although some also ;-eported using paraprofessi'onals (21%).and

clerical staff (43%);

?complete the cataloging in-house if CIP data alone is available

for a book when it arrives in the library (79%);
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have made changes in theiz- cataloging procedures as a res'ult of

the CIP program (64%), such as increased speed in cataloging

and less searching of other sources for cataloging data;

rate the following/benefits of using CIP as being very important:

tne fasfer availability of books on thee shelves (86%),1.4pereased

speed of availability of LC cataloging (71%), tne elimination or

simplification of precatalog searching (70%), and improved quality

of cataloging (54%); 4t

have not had 'an opportunity to observe any differences in.th'e

speed with which_LC cards (64%) and full MARCirecords .(77%) are

available since the CIP program began;,

4 think the 'accuracy of CIP is satisfactory (79%) or very-satisfactory

(17%);
.

xate as very important the following potential improvements in

the CIP program: tiv availability:Of CIP for more books (10 a

-and increased accuracy (72%);

think no additional bibliographic elements need to be_included in

the-OIP data printed in the book (52%),.bdt no bibliograp.klic

elements should be eliminated either t100%);

think that bibliography and index notes should be retained in,

the CIP data printed in thebook (54%);

would like to see the word "date" subqituted for the actual date e-

ih the cutter number in CIF' data printed:in the book (61%);

thinkthat additional types of Materials should be included in

the CIP progrAm (63%)--namely AV materials and government docunnts;

,

e-

A
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wouldlike tO see-all publishers participate in the yIP program

/ and increased participation by publishers of government documents;

feel that the CIP program saves them money in cataloging (89%);

have a favorable (24%) or very favorable (76%) opinicili of the

CIP program because it speeds up cataloging.

Public Services

The great majority of large school library systems responding

to the survey indicated that they do not use CfP in public services for

circulation or iRterlibrary loan (96%). However, approxiaptely one-third

(32%) indicated that CIP is used in the compilation of bibliographies.

A majority of respondents reported that they:

would not find it acceptable for CIP data to be disthbuted only

on MARC tape for public services (96%), because they do not have

access to CIP data in machine-readable,form;

do not think that patrons areáaware of or use CIP data (85%);

have noticed an increase in the speed with'which CIP titles are

av'ailable to-their users over non-CIP ones

. regularly acquire children's books (93%) and view the inclusion

of summ6ries in CIP siata printed in the book as, important (65t)

for use in book selection and for reader assistance;

do not pink that additional types of material§ need to be included

in the CIP program (65%);

have a favorable (38%) or very favorable (54%) opiniorlpof the

CIP program, becaus,,e it helps cataloging staff to make materials

available to patrons faster.

1 0 7
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AOENDIX 1

Brief -0qkcription of the C1P Program

.

, . The Catalogih in Publication (CIP) Program is a cooperative effort

between _the Librarobof Congress,and U.S. publishers for the purpose of pre- ^

paring prepublication catalog 'records for forthcoming monographic titles.
.

,

These records (C1P data) appear not only in the published books, but also
t

on-the Library't MARC taps, through which the rec rds can be accessed directly

or indirectly,through bibliographic utilities...and o,pperative networks. The
:

records are also used to,prepare entri's for Tiie Weekly Record and other
4

bibliographic tools.

Publishers participating in this program submit galleys and/or front

matter of their forthcoming titles to the CIP Division of the Library of Congress.*

Based on this preDublication information, the Library's professional cataloging

staff creates a bibliographic record which' is entered onto the MARC tapes. If

-any bibliographic element is changed during this prepublication period, the
,

publisher is required to noiify the'Library so that the"change.can be recorded.
. .

.

Upon publication, the CJP Division receives a copy of the book, and the record

is updated to reflect any unreported changes, and to complete information not

available at'the prepublication stage.
,

- All monographic trade publications, including textbooksf, published'

in the United States and monographic Jederal govepfiment publicatio s are

within the scope of CIP. Ihis includes multivolume monographs, new or revised

editions, and new impressions of titles formerly published without CIP. Trans-

lations into Spanish for the Spanish-speaking American popul'ation and compila-
.4.

tions of serial articles brought together in one volume as a collection are also

eligible. During Fiscal Year 1981, the Library'prepared C/P data foe approximately
. . .

7.466-new titles-which met these-criteria.

The CIP program began in 1971 as a special projdet funded in part by

grants from the Council on Library Resources and the National Endowment for the

Humanities. It is now fully supported by Library of Congress appropriation and

is administered by the CIP Division within the yrocessing'Services,Department of

the Library of Congress.

1,09
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APPENDIX 2

Members of 'the CIP Advisory Group

Organizat?on

Library of Congress'

American 4ssociation of School
Librarians

Associatton of American Publishers

1979-1981

Representative

Susan Vita
Chief, Cataloging in Publication Division

Judy McDermott
Assistant Chief

Winifred Duncan
Chicago Public Schools

Lucille Gordon, AcGraW-Hill
(replaced by Phyllis Ball, AAP,
in 1981)

AssoCiation of College and Research Nancy Van Zant
Libraries EarTham College

Association of Research Libraries -

Baok jobbers

Committee of,Small Magazine Editors
and Rublishers

Federal Library Committee

Carol Mandel

Association of Research Libraries

Peter Jacobs

Brodart

Ernest Muro (alternate)

Baker & Taylor

Elliot Shore
Temple aniversity Library

-Mary Feldman

Department of Transportation

Public Library AssociatiOn Elizabeth Dickinson
Stockton-San.JoaciGin Public Library

Special Libraries Association

American Library Association

Marjorie Gordon

American Council of Life Insurance

George Gibbs
University of California-Los Angeles

knerican Association of University Vacant
Presses

Chief Officers of State Library
Agencies (COSLA)

Vacant
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APPENDIX 3

SURVEY COVER LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIh
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Dear Colleague:

H-3

THE DEPUTY LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20540

The Cataloging in Publication (CIP) program of the Library of
Congress will celebrate its tenth anniversary on July 1, 1981. This
anniversary marks an important milestone in the histary of cooperation
between book publishers and libraries as they work toward the miyoal goal of
improved access to books for our nation's readers. After almost ten years
of supporting the CIP program, the Library of Congress has decided to
conduct,a nationwide survey to assess the impact of CIP on the ,1ibrary
community. 'The Council on Library Resources and the R. R. Bowker Company
have given eheir support to this project. Your library has been selected
to participate in this survey, and your answers will give us a picture of'
the use of CIP in the U. S. library community. Because survey results will
be used in future program planning, your library's response to the encloied
questiolitnaire is extremely important.

Results of the survey will be shared, through appropriate media)
with libraries, book publishers, and other organizations in the public and
private sectors that have an interest in the CIP program. I, along with
the staff at the Library of Congress, gratefully acknowledge and appreciate
the time and interest af you and your staff in helping to make this program
review as beneficial as possible.

If you have any questions about the questionnaire, please call
'usan Vita at (202) 287-6372. Send your 'completed questionnaire to:
Susan H. Vita, Chief, Cataloging in Publication Division, Library of
Congress, Washington, D. C. 20540.

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

aft
William J. Welsh
The'Acting Librarian of Congress
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If you have any questions about this questionnaire
please call: Susan Vita, (202) 287-6372.

This questionnaire is being sent to 2500 US libraries,
representing the various 'types which constitute the American library

---caaunun,it*.--Trhesataple wa.s stat-isticaLlyselad using the
Bowker Co. mailing lists. All responses will be kept confidential.
A five digit identification code will be substituted for each library
in the analysis of the responses. Names will not be used in any
report of the results.

4

Although the questionnaire is long, it is designed to be
filled out by three people--one staff member representing each of
the categories of 4cquisitions, cataloging, and public service--so
the task is shared. Please reply, because it is important that the
responses repnesent the- interests of all sizes and types of libraries.
Decisions about the future of CIP may be'made based 'on the findings.

If you need more space for any answer, please attach a
separate piece of paper.

Unless otherwise indicated, the definition of CIP, for the

purpose of this questionnaire, includes all forms of CIP data, 'e.g.,
CIP in the book;
CIP on MARC tapes;
CIP on MARC fiche;
CIP in publishers' ads;
CIP in review literature, e.g., Weekly Record;
CIP via jobbers' lists.

Materials eligible for the CIP program include: all mono-
graphic trade pub/ications (inCluding high school and college text
books) published in the United States; some monographic Federal
government publications; multivolume monographs; new or revised
editions and new impressions of titles formerly published without
CIP; compilations of serial articles brought together in one volume
as a collection; translations into Spanish for the Spanish-speaking
American popdlation.

If you wish to speak to someone about this questionnaire
during, the ALA Midwinter Conference, Susan Vita and Judy McDermott
will be available for.consultation in the LC suite. Check the suite
schedule for times.

Please return this questionnaire as soon as possible. We
have included a self addressed, franked envelope for this purpose.
The questionnaire is dile by February 20. Send the .questionnaire

Susan H. Vita
CIP Questionnaire

Cataloging in Publication Division
Library of Congress
Washington, D. C. 20540 1

Thank you for your help!
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CIP QUESTIONNAIRE

Name of*Chief, Respondent

Position

,Organization

Phone

Library ID [1-5]

[6-7]

GENERAL BACKGROUND

1. Please circle the number of monographs in your library collection.

FEWER THAN 10;000 10,006-100,000

100,001-500,000 MORE THAN 500,000 [8]

2. Please circle the number of US monographic titles a year that
your library acquires.

FEWER THAN 1,000 1,000-5,000

5.,001.25,000 MORE THAN 25,000 [9]

3. Does your library use CIP data for any purpose?

YES----Skip to Question 4.

NO----Answer Question 3a and return .

questionnaire to LC using the
enclosed self addressed, franked label.

3a. [If NO] Briefly explain why not:

ACQUISITIONS INFORMATION

Acquisitions Respondent

PLEASE HAVE SOMEONE FROM YOUR ACQUISITIONS STAFF FILL OUT THIS
PORTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE. -

4. Does your library predominantly order materials from a pre
selected list issued by a central agency, e.g., school
system or Antra1 public library? (Please circle your
answer.)

NO

[10]

D.1-14].

YES----Skip 'to Question 15. [15]
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5. Does

of

a.

,

your li:brary toutinely acquire the following types

f

.

materials? (Pease circle.your answer.)
1..- ,,---,-

Mass market ii-i-perback reprints of classic

or popular titles YES NO [16]
b. Mass market original paperback fiction YES NO [17]
c. Mass market paperback nonfiction YES NO [18]
d. Vani y press publications YES NO. [19]
e. Self-published titles YES NO [20]
f. College textbooks . YES' NO [21.1
g. High school textbooks YES NO [22]
h. Elementary school textbooks ,.. \ YES NO [23]
i. Federal documents YES NO [24]
j. State documents

..
1YES NO [25]

k. Local documents ' YES NO [26]
1. aerials s YES NO [27]
m. Periodicals ' YES , NO [28]
n. Microforms YES NO [29]
o. Sonnd tecordings illr YES' NO [30]
p. Films and filmstrips YES NO [31]
q. Other A.V. materials ,. YEa NO [32]

6. Do you use CIP data'for any of the following acquisitions
uses? (Please circle your enswer.)

t.

a. Book selection YES NO [33]
b. Pre-order searching . YES NO [34]
c. Identification or checking of gifts

and automatic receipts
YES NO [35].

d.

e.

Creation of the order form
Other '(pleage. specify.)

YES NO [36]

7. Would it be acceptable to you if the CIP data appeared
only on the MARC tapes, rather.than both on the tapes
and,in the bob10 (P16ase circle your answet.)

YES NO

7a. Please explain why you feel this way.

8. Do you attempt to order US monographs prior to
publication? (Plepe circle your answer.)

NEVER OCCASIONALLY- USUALLY

[37-40]

[41]

[42-45]

[46]
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9. Would the additiorrof the following enhance the CIP
MARC record as a selection/order tool for your
library? (Please circle your answer.)

a. Approximate prixe YES NO, [47]

b. Approximate pagination YES NO [48]

10. Does your library use CIP data foe acquisitions in any
way that has not been identified in this questionnaire?
(Please circle,your answer.)

YES NO [49]

10a. [If YES] Please describe any other acquisitions
uses of CIP data.

[50-53]

11. Are there types of mateeialssnot covered by the CIP
program which yoU would like to see included?
(Please circle your answerj e

YES J
;.p NO [54]

,

lla. [If YES] Please sptecify, iisting them in order of
importance if there is more than one type.

[557.60)

12. What publishers should be encourage& to participate,
or to participate more fully, in the CIP prograt?

Please specify. [61-64]

[65-681

[69-72]

[1-5]

0 2 [6-7]

13. In your opinfon, does the CIP program save your library
money in its acquisitions work? (Please circle your
answer.)

YES NO NOT SURE [8]
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14. What is your overall opinion of the CIP program?

VERY VERY
FAVORABLE FAVORABLE NEUTRAL UNFAVORABLE UNFAVORABLE

14a. Please explain:

CATALOGING INFORMATION
40!

Cataloging RespOndent

[9]

PLEASE RAVE SOMEONE FROM YOUR CATALOGING STAFF FILL OUT THIS PORTION
OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

15. If you are responding for a school library or a ptiblic library,

do you receive your library materials already cataloged, e.g., by
a processing center or main branch? (Please circle your answer.)

YES NO NOT APPLICABLE

IF YOU RESPONDED "YES" IN QUESTION 15, PLEASE SKIP TO QUESTION 43.

16. Which of the following choice of cataloging treatments comes
closest to your library's predominant treatment for the follow-
ing categories of materials%

[12]

PREDOMINANT CATALOGING TREATMENT. I

a. Mass market paperback
reprints of classic CATALOG

(Please circle your answer.)

CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

or popular titles FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [13]

b. Mgss market original CATALOG CATALOG' DO NOT DO NOT

paperback fiction FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [14] -/

c. Mass marke& paper- CsATALOG CATALOG p NOT DO NOTq

back ,nonfiction FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG CATALOG [151

d. Vanity press
publications

CATALOG
FULLY

0

cATALOG DO NOT DO NOT
PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [161

e. Self-published CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT .

titles FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [17]

f. 6ollege textbooks CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT
a

FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [181

g. High achool CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

textbooks FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [19J

h. Elementary school CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT
textbooks FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [201

11 8
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* i. Federal documents CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT
FULLY PARXIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE [21]

4 j. State documents CATALOG 'CATALOG DO NOT, DO NOT

k.

FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG .ACQUIRE

Local documents. CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

[22] ".

FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE. [23]
.

%

1. Serials CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

m.

FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE
e

Periodicals CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

[24]

n.

FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE

Microforms CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

[25]

o.'

FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG" ACQUIRE

Sound recordings CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

[26]

p.

FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE

Films and CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

[27]

q.

filmstrips FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE

Other A.V. CATALOG CATALOG DO NOT DO NOT

[28]

materials FULLY PARTIALLY CATALOG ACQUIRE' [29]

17. Please circle all of the cataloging uses of CIP data in your
Library.

[30]
PRECATALOGING SEARCHING TEMPORARY CATALOGING [31]

[32]
PERMANENT CATALOGING OTHER

[33-34]

18. Would it be acceptable to you if the CIP data appeared only
on'the. MARC tapes, rather than both on the tapes and in the
book? (Please circlp your.answer.)

YffS NO [35]

18a. Please explain why you feel this way.

19. Does CIP make cataloging easier for your staff? (Please
circle your answer.)

YES

[36-39]

NO [40]
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20. 6f the 'LIS mondgraphs which your library cataloged 'during
the last year, approximately what percentage were_ eIP._ .
titles? __ [41-42]

21. Please circle the type of library staff that routinely
completes and/or,revises cataloging for CIP titles.
(Circle ali types that apply.)

[43]
- PROFESSIONAL PARAPROFESSIONAL [44]

:- , [451
.., CLERICAL NO SPECIFIC STAFF IS ROUTINELY ASSIGNED [46]

22. If UP. titles are handled by more than one level of staff in
your library, what task is perfOrmed by each level and under
-what circumstances?

PROFESSIONAL

PARAPROFESSIONAL

CLERICAL

23. Approximately what percentage of your library's CIP titles
are reviewed for cataloging accuracy by professional

staff?

[47 -50]

[51-54]

[55-58]

[59-60]

Approximately,what percentage of your library's non-CIP
LC-based cataloging is reviewed fqr cataloging,accuracy by
professional staff? 7. [61-62]

25. If QIP data alone is available for a book when it arrives
in your library do you usually: (Please circle your
answer.)

a. Complete the cataloging in-house
b. Hold the unprocessed book for the completed record
c. Use the CIP data' from the book as a temporary record

until, final cataloging is available

d. Other (please specify)

[63]

120
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25a. [If you circled choice b or c in Question-Th' How
. long will you wait for the completed record or cards
before completing the cataloging kn-house? (Please
circle your answer.)

LESS THAN 2 WEEKS 2-4 WEEKS 5 WEEKS-3 moatas

4-6 MONTHS 7-12'MONTHS MORE THAN-12 MOS. [64]

26. If you process CIP books using MARC records (i.e., either
tape or fiche), when books with CIP .data arrive, for what
percentage of them do you find a CIP record instead of a
full MARC record? . [65-66]

26a. How long must-you wait for those titles with CIP
records to'be-changed to full MARC records? (Please
circle your answer.)

4

LESS THAN 2 WEEKS

4-6 MONTHS

DON'T WAIT

2-4 WEEK 5,4EEKS-3 'MONTHS

7-12 MONTHS MORE THAN 12 MOS. [67]

27. Have any changes been made in your library's cataloging
procedures as a result of'ttie CIP program? (Please
circle your answer.)

YES

27a. Please explain.

/PRI

NO [68]

-/

e?'

4.

[69

[1-5]

0 3 [6-7]

:.

1.)
28. What is the average lime and cost'per title to catalog your

ibrary's new US monographs? -
, Cost Time to

(in/ry ound dollar's) Ltalog (in hours)

a. LC copy (including 4 $ 4). .00 [8-9] [10]

C1P) available
No LC copy available $ (..:00 [11-12] [13]

b. CIP books $ .00 [14-15] [16]

Non-CIP books $ .00 [17-18] [19]
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29. How iMportant for your liiirary is each of the following
Totential benefits of CIP?

a. Elimination or
simplification of

.pre-cataloging
searching

.b. Increased use of VERY

non-professional IMPORTANT

staff

IMPORTANCE OF POTENTIAL CIP BENEFITS:
(Please circle your

VERY
IMPORTANT

c. Improvement in
speed of

availability of
.LC cataloging
(cards, MARC
tapes, etc.)

d. Allows reassign-
mdnt of staff
to other duties

e. Improvement in
quality of
cataloging

f. Increase'in
ttandardization
of citatlons

gt Allows
redirecting of'4
funds for other
purposes

SafEwHAT-
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

VERY 0,0BOMEWHAT

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

VE,BY

IMPORTANT

h. Gets books to VERY
shelves faster IMPORTANT

i. Other (please specify and give

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT

NPORTANT
1/4*.-1

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

rank)

answer.)

NOT
IMPORTANT [20]

NOT
IMPORTANT [21]

NOT
IMPORTANT [22]

NOT

IMPORTANT [23]

NOT
IMPORTANT . [24]

NOT
IMPORTANT [25]

NOT

IMPORTANT [26]

'-

NOT
IMPO-krANT [27],

mmy

122,
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30. Since the CIP program began in 1971, how much change have
you seen in the speed with Which LC cards 'and full MARC
records for US bpoks (CIP titles only) are available?
(114414e circle your answer.)

LC cards QUICKER SLOWER NO CHANGE NO OPPORTUNITY
TO OBSERVE

Pull MARC QUIGKER SLOWER NO CHANGE NO OPPORTUNITY
tapeArecords TO OBSERVE

[30]

[31]

31. How iMportant, is each of the following potential problems
in Cataloging CIP titles at your library? (Please circle
your answer.)

a. Some cataloging
elements are
not included im VERY SOMEWHAT NOT
the printed CIP IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT [32]
data (e.g. edition
statements, author

'statements, imprints)

The CIP record VERY SOMEWHAT NOT
sometimes differs IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT [33] ./

from the final
cataloging record

c. Publishers do not VERY SOMEWHAT NOT
4

always Etrint the IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT
CIP data in the
correct format.

.

. Other (please specify and give rank)

32. What is your opinion of the accuracy of CIP cataloging?
(Please circle your answer.)

[34]

[35-38]

VERY VERY
SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY NEUTRAL UNSATISFA&TORY UNSATISFACTORY [39]

32a. Please explain.

[40-43]
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.33. How important for your library is each of the following
potential improvements to the CIP program? (Please circle
your answer.)

a. Standardization of CIP VERY SOMEWHAT NOT
data as formated in book IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

b. Completeness of
entry in book

c. Incteased accuracy
in CIP data

[44]

VERY 'SOMEWHAT NOT
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT [45]

VERY SOMEWHAT NOT
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT [46]

d. Lnprovement in speed
of availability of VERY SOMEWHAT NOT
complete cataloging IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT [47] -

e. Availability of CIP VERY SOMEWHAT NOT
for more books IMPORTANT DAPORTANT IMPORTANT [48]

f. Other (please speci* and give rank)

34. Since there re many changes in the bibliography and index
noies, some people have suggested that they dropped from the

. data printed in the book. Others feel that they should be
kept. How do,you feel? (Please circle your anpwer.)

DROP THEM

[49-52]

KEEP 1HEM [53]

35. Since there are frequent changes in dates in the cutter
number, would you prefer that the word "date" be substi-
tuted for the Actual date (e.g. HD31.1384 date, instead
of HD31.1384 1980)T (For each CIP format please circle your
answer.)

CIP in book YES NO [54]

CIP on MARC tape YES NO [55]

36. .Are there elements t
printed in the book?

should be added to the CIP data
ease circle your answer.)

YES NO

36a. [If YES] Please specify

124

[56]

[57-59]
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37. Are there elements that should be eliminated from the CIP
data in the book? (Please ciecle your answer.)

1
YES NO

3;a. [If YES] Please specily

38. Does yOur lilirary use CIP data for cataloging in any way
that has aot beea identified,in this portion of the-question-
naire? (Please circle your answqr.)

(-
YES NO

38a. [If YES] Please explain

39. Are there types of materials not covered by the CIP program
) which you would like to see included? (Please circle your

answe'r.)

YES

[621

[63-65]

NO [66]

39a. [If YES]' Please specify; listing them in order of
impoftance if there ig more than oae type.

[67-721

[1-5]

0 4 [6-7]

40. What publishers shquld be encouraged to participate, or to
participate more fully, in the CIP program?

Please specify

41. In your opinion, does the CIP program save your libcary money
in its cataloging procedures? (Please circle your answer.)

YES NO NOT SURE [20]-

42. What is your overall opinion of the CIP Program? (Please
circle your answer.)

VERY VERY
FAVORAELE FAVORABLE NEUTRAL UNFAVORABLE UNFAVORABLE [21]

42a. Please explain:

125-
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PUBL C SERVICE Public Service Respondent

PL ASE RAVE SOME6E FROM YOUR PUBLIC SERVICE STAFF COMPLETE THIS
PORTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

43. Is CIP data used in your library for circulation or inter-
library loan? (Please circle your answer.)

\I IYES NO

44. Does your library use CIP data to compile bibliographies?
(Please-e-1-re-iey ns-we`-r-5-)

YES NO

45. Have pq_had any indication that your patrons are aware of
the C1P data printdd in the book, or that they use it in
any way? (Please circla your answer.)

YES NO

45a. [If YES] Please explain

/-,

46. Would it be acceptable to you if the Cgdata appeared only
on the MARC tapes, rather than -on the tapes and in the
book? (Please circle your answer.)

YES

46a. Please explain your response.

4

NO

[24]

[25]

[26]

[27-30]

[31]

[32-33]

47. How important is each of the following benefits of ,CIP to4
your library's pdblic services? (Please circle your answer.)

a.

b.

c.

Advanced notice VERY SOMEW4T NOT
of title IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

Increased
efficiency in VERY SOMEWHAT NOT

interlibrary loan LAPORTANT LAPORTANT LAPORTANT

Bet.ter quality of
bibliographic VERy SOMEWHAT NOT

citations- LAPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

d. Other (Please speciEy and give rank)

126

[34]

[35]

[36]

[37-41]
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48. Is.there any increase within your library in tt;e speed with
which'new CIP titlgs are available to the public over new
nonCIP titles? (Please circle your answer.)

YES NO NO OPPORTUNITY TO OBSERVE [42]

49. es your library regularly acquire children's books?
(Please zircle your answer.) 7

YES NO----Skip to Question 52.,

sp. Weight the importance to your library of summaries in
children's J.00ks. _(Please_icilccleynur_answer-4

[43]

IMPORTANT SOMEWHAT LMPORTANT

NOT IMg0RTANT NO OPINION [44]

51.. How are children's summaries used in your library? (Please
circle as many answers as apply.)

a. For selection
b. For bibliographies
c. For reader assistance
d. Not at all
e. Other (please specify)

52. Does your library use CIP data for public services in-any
way that has not been identified in this section of the
questionnaire? (Please circle your answer.). .

[45]

[46]

[47]

[48)

[49-50]

YES NO [51]

52a. [If YES] Please eXplain

[52-531

53. Are there types of materials not covered by the CIP program
which you would like to see included? (Please circle your
answer.)

YES NO [64]

53a. [If YES] Please specify, listing them in order Of
importance if there is more than one type.

127
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54. What publishers should be encour4ed to participate, or to
participate more fully in the CIP program?

Please specify

[59-62]

[63-661
ek,),

(55. In your opinion, does the CIP program save your library
money in the area of public services? (Please circle your
answer.)

YES NO "NOT SURE [671

56. What ii your overall opinion of the CIP program? (Please
circle your answer.)

tt.

VERY VERY
FAVORABLE FAVORABLE NEUTRAL UNFAVORABLE UNFAVORABLE [68]

56a. Please explain

[69-70]
[71-72]

THANk.YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE ON THIS QUESTION-
NAIRE. If YOU RAVE ANY,QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
PLEASE CALL:

40

Susan E. Vita, (202) 287-6372.

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE TO:

Susan H. Vita
(CIP Questionnaire)

Libeary of Congress
Cataloging in Publication Division
Washington, D. C. 20540

128

GPO 800.71118


